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Call for 1996 Conference Papers
Cost Billing in a Company Library
The Origins of Power and the Susceptibilities to Powerlessness

Wondering how to make new
technologies workfor you? We have
experts on tape.
-

LEXIS-NEXIS is pleased to
nmke available En7brming
N e ~Technology,
l
the third
in our I~?fi,rmationpartner:^
tideofape sc~ries.
This new video and guidehook,feature inter-viecr~swith
infi,tmation pnlfessionals at
Lorus Developmet~tColporution, Hunton & Williams
L a ~Firm,
l
and the Conp-essional Reseatrh Service in
the Libr.ary ($Congress.
What do tlwy ha\v in
comnlon? They're efec~ti\~ely
usirzg riecrltechnology both
to pinvide better sera-ic.c>
and
to strengthen
,,. , their cnrporate

----

"~,-

<*

You'll also learw cr'hat
e,~per.tsfiongthe Ermt &
Yourzg Center-jbr Business
Injbl-mution and the Unil'ersit! of Te.xa.s at Austilr see irz
theJlltu~~ji)r
it$ormution
rc~chno1qie.s.
Fol. your copy, call Billie
Saundenr at 1 800 426-7675.
A portion oj'rhe $15 cmt
trill be donated to AALL
and SLA .

LEXIS:NEXISm
YourInformation Partners

We may not actually go back to the Stone Age, but we are making history with
our 25-year SEC filing collection. In fact, Disclosure has more copies of public
company filings than any other information provider.
And over the past 25 years, we've collected something else. Experience. So,
contact Disclosure for everything from SEC documents from the 60fs,70's and
80's to real-time, value-added EDGAR filings.
Disclosure will deliver the information just the way you need it. We offer 2-hour
local delivery, overnight or US. mail, fax and even 1-hour "Red Carpet" delivery.
And, with offices in 15 cities worldwide,
we're just a stone's throw away. Call today
EDGAR
at 800-638-8241,

I
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IA

AND

T H I S YEAR, OVER ONE M I L L I O N TEENAGERS
WILL LEARN ABOUT BABIES ON THEIR OWN.

Many Americans support sex education ~n the school system
Others belleve ~ t solely
s
a parents responslblllty But as the controversy
escalates so does the number of teen pregnancies
You can explore all sides of t h s and other Important publ~cand soclal
pollcy Issues through PAlS lnternatlonal Wlth references to some
400 000 journal artlcles books government documents
stat~stcaidrector~esconference reports and more PAlS gives
you lnstant access to an unparalleled range of nforrnatlon
and o p ~ n o n s
NO

PAIS also provides a unlquely global perspectve-coverng hlerature
published around the world n Engl~shFrench German Itallan Spansh
and Portuguese Plus PAlS 1s avalable in a varlety of formats includng
prnt o n n e CD ROM and leased tape
So lf you re looking for nformatlon don t fool around Use PAlS
@ Publ~cAffa~rslnforrnat~onS e ~ ~ c Inc
e.
521 West 43rd Street New York NY 10036 4396
800 288 PAlS 212 736 6629 ( n NYC) FAX 212-643 2848
e mall lnqu~ries@pa~s
org

PAIS

O N E L O O K S AT

THE WORLD LIKE

PAlS

.

.

.

I n P r ~ n t :P A i S I N T E R N A T I O N A L I N P R I N T a . P A S S U B J E C T H E A D I N G S
Online t h r o u g h D A T A S T A R
DIALOG
OCLC
RLG
On CD-ROM: P A S ON CD ROM ' P A S INTERNATIONAL ON SILVERPLATTER
PAIS'EBSCO CD
On M a g n e t c Tape: C O N T A C T P A l S FOR INFORMATION
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Americag, or NewsNetm,you're in luck. Because
you're also online with the largest, most respected
source of business information anywhere Dun & Bradstreet.
You get instant access to a wide variety of

marketing, financial, credit and business
background information, including unsurpassed
coverage of public and private companies. And,
with the addition of Dun's Global Familiessmto
Dow Jones NewslRetrieval, you also have access to
the most extensive domestic and international
corporate family w e information available
anywhere. Choose as much or as little information
as you need -from name and address listings to
full reports.
For more mformation, call 1-800-223-1026.
And be sure to mail in the attached coupon for
your complimentary copy of D&B's How to
Protect Yourself@ BusinessFraud. Learn the
signs that can alert you to potential risk and help
prevent loss.

i
I
I
I
1
I

I

YES! I'd like a free copy of D&B's How to
Protect YourselffromBusiness Fraud, a useful

guide detailing the signs that can help identify
risk and prevent loss.
Name
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Address

I

I

city
state

Zip

Telephone

Fax
E-mail Address

Mail to:
Dun & Bradstreet Information Services
~ u &n~radstreet
Online Services
lnformat~onServ~ces
I Three Sylvan Way
BB ; I : ~ F ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I~ Parsippmy,
~ c ~ NJ
~ 07054
~ ~ ~ ~
SLASP95
O 1995 Dun & Bradstreet, Lnc.
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Bound library

80WLibraries lets you decide
what's best for your operations, services, and usen.
Break free of needless
constraints and discover
a new level of power to
manage traditional
collectionsplus full text,
non-bibliographic
information, and images.

1

1

Only STARXibraries gives you a n integrated library system that
you can also modify to fit your collections, your procedures, and your
users - no matter how much they change.
STARLibrariesis a powerful multi-user system that supports both
MARC and non-MARC data and includes all the built-in tools you
need to specify input control, indexing rules, and reports - your way.
With STARLibraries,you get a powerful search engine, automatic
thesaurus searching, and a choice of assisted search interfaces,
including Microsop Windows'" and Mosaic " client options.
Don't settle for less when you can have so much more. Call us at
(800) 366-1390 to find out how STAR/Libraries can help your
library or information center break free.

c4 CUADRA
Cuadra Associates, Inc.
11835 W Olympic Blvd , Suite 855 Los Angeles, CA 90064 (310)478-0066 (800) 366-1390 FAX (310)477-1078
All trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective manufacturers
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If you're paying too much for current business
information, it's time you tried NewsNet.
If you use Dialog, Dow Jones. Nexis or any other online database, you may be paying too much.
NewsNet set the standard on ease-of-use, quality and timeliness of current business information. And now we're introducing an unprecedented new ricing structure designed by online
users like you. It's more affordable and easier to understand.

mow the:

before you buy.

A NewsNet exclusive--you can display the cost of retrieving
any news item before you display the full text. Per-article and
per-issue rates are clearly displayed along with the headline,
word and line count. Full disclosure gives you full control of
your costs.

No hidden costs.
There are no surprises. No hidden, unknown or dificult-todetermine costs. Online session estimates are available at your
request or automatically at sign-OK You get the information
you need and no online sticker-shock when the bill arrives.

Switch to NewsNet now and we'll give ou our
$39.95 Starter Kit for $19.95...and wedeven
throw in a NewsNet calculator to help you add
up your savings.
If your online service invoices are complicated,confusing or are
simply too high, call 1-800-952-0122. Tell us what service
you're currently using, and we'll send you our most popular
Starter Kit for just $19.95...a savings of $20 over the regular
wst. The kit includes a no-obligation 3-month membership
and a full hour of online time so you can see for yourself how
much you can save using NewsNet. And for a limited time,
we'll also send you a handy calculator as a bonus.

With over 750 newsletters, Standard & Poor's. McGraw-Hill,
Financial Smes, American Banker, Bond Buyer, TRW, Dun &
Bradstreet and newswires like Associated Press and Reuters,
NewsNet makes staying ahead of the competition easier and
more affordable than ever.

Call NewsNet at 1-800-952-0122
and ask for operator 84.

No rounding-up your online time.
Our basic connect charge is a modest 254 a minute. So a search
that yields no results costs just pennies. More importantly, cost?
are calculated to the exact second--without rounding-up to the
next minute.

spring 1995

Working Knowledge'"
Offer good until May 15. 1995 and available to new subscribers only.
One kit per subscriber.

FOCUS

On Reliona Rusiness News
Business takes place in small towns as well as big
cities, at mom-and-pop stores as well as international
conglomerates, and in inventors' basements as well as
executive conference rooms. Business DatelineB takes
you wherever business is happening in the U.S. and
Canada. The database contains full-text articles from
more than 400 city business magazines, daily newspapers, and wire services.
The next time you need business information, search

5

Business Dateline and see how focused your search
results can be.
r more information call 1-800-626-2823 ext. 23 I.

EASY F O R Y O U ' "

7
2C

6A

A Bell & Howell Company
620 South T h ~ r dStreet Loutsville, KY 40202-2475 8001626-2823 (USlCanada) 5021589-5572 FAX
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And proud of it.
Because we produce the largest and most in-depth collection of full text ever assembled online. Showcasmg millions of
full text articles from the most knowledgeable business databases in the world-from PROMTmandNewsletter Database"'
to Trade & Industry Database'" and Computer Database:
But having the most full text isn't our only claim. We offer
unparalleled coverage of the world's most sought-after business and industry sources. Featuring full text that's completely
searchable. So you can find exactly what you're looking forquickly and eas~ly.

And with the vast majority of it mdexed and updated daily,
and so readily accessible on the world's leadmg online services,
you could say we're full of it.
We'll take that as a compliment.
To obtain search assistance and your free Guide to Online
Sourcq or to register for a free training seminar, call us at
1-800-321-6388 (in North
America) or dial +44 (0)
171 930 3933 (in Europe).
C O M P A N Y
Ask about our new Online

Information Access 1

UserS Manual!

In North Americn: 362 Lakmdc Dnve, Forrer G t y Califurnla 94404 U S A Trlcphonr 1-415-358-4643, 1-800-321-6388 Facmtle 3-415-358-4759
hEumpe: Watergate Housp, 13-15 York Bddmgs, London WC2N 6 I U Unlted Kmgdorn Telcphonc +44 (0)171 930 3933 Facsurule +44 ( 0 ) l i l 930 9190
,
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S&P EDGAR real-time electronic delivery
o f SEC data.
S&P ELECTRONIC
PROSPECTUS instant access to data o n
taxable fixed income issues.
Provides accurate, comprehensive
prospectus summaries on over 11,000
corporate bonds, preferred stocks and
warrants. The data is easy to search
and screen. Users can zero in on vital
dates, and coupon rates, and save
valuable research time. Gives full-text
explanations of all covenants,
including redemption provisions and
restrictions, conversion and exchange
privileges. Also, company income and
balance sheet data, S&Pratings
history and Creditwatch notifications.

S&Ptakes the raw EDGAR data feed
and adds clear header records for easy
identification and retrieval. Headings
include: CUSIP, Company Name,
Ticker Symbol, Exchange, SIC Code,
Document Type, Document Filing
Date, Document Period, EDGAR
Document ID. S&P also tags all major
sections and exhibits, such as a company's income and balance sheet, cash
flow statement, or management's
discussion. Data can be directly downloaded to word processing packages or
spreadsheet programs.

S&P REGISTER
OF CORPORATIONS,
DIRECTORS AND
EXECUTIVES the premier guide to
American business.
Now available in CD-ROM as well
as print, the Register provides a
corporate database of more than
55,000 leading companies, with
names and titles of over 400,000
executives-plus 70,000 brief
executive biographies. Standard &
Poor's Register CD-ROM performs
complex searches with lightning
speed and is available in a "direct
marketing" version with label
making capability.

NEW S&P STOCK
REPORTS enhanced with analysis
and interpretation.
In addition to company financial data,
investors also get our analysts' evaluation, an estimate of what the stock is
worth, a buy/hold/sell recommendation
for all companies covered by S&P analysts, and much more. Reports are
updated weekly-some daily, when
events warrant-so you'll always receive
timely information. And you receive it in
the form you want-an expanded fivepage Report delivered electronically,
which includes Wall Street consensus
opinion, industry analysis and newsor the two-page Report in print.
Available for more than 4,600 stocks.

COMPLETELY NEW?

COMPREHENSIVE
ORGANOMETALLIC
CHEMISTRY I1
A Review of the Literature 1982-1994
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF:
E.W. Abel, University of Exeter, UK; F.G.A. Stone, Baylor University, USA
G. Wilkinson, Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine, UK

.........................................................................................
Pergamon is pleased to announce the forthcoming
publication of COMPREHENSIVE ORGANOMETALLIC
CHEMISTRY II (COMC II), which covers the progression of
organometailic chemistry between 1980 and 1994.
Comprehensive Organometallic Chemistry, the original
set, was published in 1982, and covered the development of the subject from its inception up to 1980. COMC
II is a completely new reference work, and is designed to
be used by itself, or as a companion to the first COMC,

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PROSPECTUS: A prospectus is
available, and it contains a complete listing of the
articles and authors, and sample pages to illustrate the
structure of the articles, format and quality. To request one, please contact:
Rebecca Seger, Elsevier Science Inc., 660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591.
Tel: 914-333-2410;Fax: 914-333-2468;E-mail:r.seger@elsevier.com.

SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER
SAVE OVER $1,100!
The special pre-publication price of $3,280 will
apply for all orders received by June 30,1995 - a
guaranteed savings of $1.190 off the list price.
If you pre-pay your order by check or credit
card, we will pay the shipping charges.

COMPREHENSIVE ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY II
14 volume set

Hardcover

8,750 pages approx,

ISBN 0-08-040608-4

To be published June 1995

Special prepublication price valid through June 30, 1995: US $3,280.
List price effective July 1, 1995: US $4,470.

.........................................................................................
PERGAMON

AnimprintofElsevierScience

US: 660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5153
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Classification are now available
. .. . .
is more comprehensive than ever.
It NOWcombines the INSPEC and PHYS Databases. Each
record is indexed using controlled terms chosen from the
Thesaurus to provide a powerful search aid. As well as listing the controlled terms and lead-ins, the Thesaurus gives
further help by showing the relationships between terms, the
dates on which they were added and the terms in use before
these dates. Priced at *$95.

Those journals "abstracted completely" for the Database are
listed separately. Published annually in April, the 1994195
Edition is priced at '$25.
The 1995196 Edition is priced at *$35.

.

.

is intended for use with

the INSPEC 2 Database and incorporatesthe latest developments in many areas of science and technology. An index to
the scheme, containing over 2,000 entries, forms an integral
part of the publication. Priced at *$45.
v~desan invaluable reference to the serlal ~ ~ b l l ~ a t l ~ n. ~
is written for the INSPEC 2 verscanned for the INSPEC Database. The main list of approxsion of the Database. It describes INSPEC's subject coverage,
imately 4.200 entries is sorted under full title. Each entry
the criteria for selection of documents, and the indexing and
includes abbreviated title, CODEN, ISSN, publisher's
classification schemes used, together with a completely NEW
address, date of first issue covered by INSPEC and, where
section on search hints. It also provides guidelines for searchappropriate, any change in title. It also features the publicaing by host system. Priced at *$70.
tion frequency and the BLDSC shelf number for each entry.
Cross-referenced entries are provided to assist users in
- m a
m*
r
which
locating titles within the list. CODEN, ISSN, Abbreviated
includes all of the above mentioned publications, is
Titles and Country of Publication indexes are included.
available at the discounted price of $200.

.

-

a
,

Please RUSH the following INSPEC publications:
;
I INSPEC Thesaurus

0 INSPEC L i s t of Journals '94/95
O INSPEC L i s t o f Journals '95/96
O INSPEC Classification
O INSPEC User Manual
O User Documentation Package

$95.00
$25.00

-

$35.00
$45.00
$70.00
$200.00

-

TOTAL $ -TAX
Freight charge per book on all non-paid orders:
U.S.A. $4.25, Conoda $5.50 NY, NJ, CA, DC shipments odd
appropriate sales tax.

a

*

.

,

SL495

O Check enclosed - check payable to IEE/INSPEC

Please charge he credit card indicated:
0 Mastercard
O VISA
O American Express
0 Diners Club

Credit Card Number

Exp Date

Signature
Name

Address

' 011 prices effective hrough 72/95

IEEE Operations Center
IEEhNSPEC Department
445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331
Phone: (908) 562-5554 Fax: (908) 562-8737
(Please mention Code ONL195 when plac~ngyour order by phone)
All IEE and INSPEC products available In the Amerlcas through the INSPEC Department of the

S T E A D OF H Y P I N G

t h e Information Highway,
W E ' L L PASS.
If you use Dialog6, you're already ahead on thls

flexible delivery options that enable you to get dormation

much-talked-about electronic roadway of the future.

directly to those who need it by hard copy, e-mail or fax.

Because Dialog takes you straight to the mformation that drlves business. Authoritative information
that your company counts on to help identify growth

And we offer custom interfaces that let you get the
information you need in the way you want it.
T h e point being that, as the demand for timely,

critical, quality information accelerates wlthin your

opportunities. And profit from them.
And Dialog eliminates roadblocks between you
and the informatton you need. With an array of highperformance search options that help you find more

organization, you'll always be able to stay ahead of it.
So while others talk about what might be, Dialog
has answers to put you in the passing lane today.
For the latest update on our databases, search tools

answers in less rlme.
We anticipated the demand for faster and broader
information access. We responded wlth a variety of

or deliver). optlons, call 800-3-DIALOG and press 1.

The Answer is in Dialog

KNIGHT-RIDDER
INFORMATION

special libraries

EBSCO

Now there's a new name for integrated serial information
management ... EBSCO Information Services. We've grouped
several of our divisions and services together to signify our unique
capability to offer convenient, cost-effective, single-source serial
information management, including:
global subscription management services
abstract, full-text and research databases on CD-ROM
and magnetic tape
full-service document delivery
client-server, 239.50 compliant, multi-database access
(available online in 1995)

EBSCO Information Services is ...

Members of the

spring 1995

formation Services group.

t5A

BlOSlS

r

CenRef.
on Compact Disc

Multiple Genetics Disciplines in a Single Source.
-

Find genetics information plants, animals.
humans, and microorganisms using one tool.

-

*Comprehensivejournal coverage - References selected from 6,500
scientific and 340 business publications
*Unparalleled meeting coverage - References to the most current
research reported at 2,000 scientific meetings
*Unique business coverage - References to reports on recent
government regulations, product launches, mergers and U.S.
patents
*International gene sequence numbers included - Over 40,000
sequence numbers from GenBank, the European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the D N A Data Bank of
Japan (DDBJ)

I

Contact me about a free 30-day uial of BIOSIS GenRefon CD.
Send me more information.

j
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Impact of Curriculum Revision
on Media Collection
by Zana C. Etter
Au fvr et d mesure que le cursus des
facult6s de m6decine met moins I'occent
sur les conf6rences et dovontoge sur
I'utitsation des ressources hformoti&s
pow encourapr les Bfvdirrnts d opprendre
id6pendomment, les bibliothbcaires des
bibtotMques m8dhks doivent offronter
les chongements dmmotiques dons les
sortes de mot6riaux h n t les Btudmnb ont
besoin et dons I'utilisution des collections.
Elles doivent Qokment r&?voluer bur rde
de gestionnoires de I'informution Btont
donne k s differences dons lo manidre dont
les utihsateurs ocddent oux nouveoux
motirmux. Ce memoire d&rit I'int6grotion
des coun mult~rnidiodons lo collection
d'une bibliothhue mbdcale troditionnellement oudiwiw~elket b monidre dont ces
chongernents offectent nos rdglernents
relotib oux coUecfions et nos relotions avec
les utitsateurs. Vu que de nombreux formots que nous consid6ros comme rtroditionneh sont maintenant remplacb par
des produits inart% inferconnectis, kles
consbquences pour les bibhothhpes sont
d'une pork!e consd&oble. Por exemple,
comme k s livres blectroniques et vidiodisques risdent dons les ordinoteurs oux
posies de trovoil, les bib/ioth&pes n'ont
plus besoin de pr&r de livres. les Btudt
ants qui achetent leurs propres progmmmes ou qui poss8dent un wdinoteur
ont moins besom d'olhr d lo bibhothdque
s% peuvent o d d e r oux nnseignements
sur les collections par modem ou employer
le mutiriel qu'ils possident. les bibliothicoires doivent &couvrir de nouveoux
moyens de s'adresser oux changementr
dmmotiques dons I'utitsotion des collections et poser des questims dificiles sur
I'ovenir du centre oudiovisuel. l e memoire
conclut over un operp de ce que seront k s
centres de medios du 2 l1 i&le et k profil
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As medical school curriculums shift emphasis in
teaching from lecture formats t o the use of
computer-based resources to promote self-directed
learning, medical librarians must cope w i t h
dramatic changes in the t pes of materials students
require and in the use o the collections. They also
need to reevaluate their role as information
managers in light of the differences in the way new
material is being accessed by users. This paper
describes the integration of multimedia courseware
into a traditional medical audiovisual library
collection and how these changes are affecting our
collection policies and our relationships with users.
Since many formats we consider "traditional" are
now being replaced by integrated networked
products, the consequences for libraries are f a r
reaching. For example, electronic textbooks and
videodiscs which reside on computer workstations
eliminate the need for the library to lend this
material. Students who purchase their own
programs or who own computers have less need to
visit libraries when they can access collection
information via a modem or use material that they
own. Librarians need to discover new ways to deal
with these dramatic shifts in the use of collections,
and need to ask hard questions about the future of
the audiovisual center. The paper concludes by
offering glimpses into media centers of the 21st
century and job descriptions of future information
specialists.

r'

A

survey of North American medical schools in
1990 led to a report two years later that assessed
change in medical education and recommended a
number of improvements. The explosion of medical
knowledge combined with the need to foster selfdirected learning has put in motion curriculum revision
O 1995 S p e d Libraries kwiotiin
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de I'emploi pour les futun spbcialistes de
I'information.

A medda que 10s programas de /as
escuehs de medicm cambian el dnfasis
de su instrvccidn desde un fonnata de
chses tedricas a1 uso de computodoras
para fomentar el aprendbaje aubdirigido,
Im bibbtecarica m i d ~ o sdeben enfrentor
los cambios drambh'cos en b s tipos de
materiales requeridos por 10s estvdiontesy
en el uso de /as colecciones. Necesitan
ademh, evalwr nuevamente sv rol como
administrodores de informar&, frente o
10s diferencias en h monera en que 10s
usuarios acceden a informaci6n nueva,
Esto publicacidn describe lo integrau6n de
lo informoci6n de cursos presentada a
tmvds de medos m6hiples en una colecci6n bibliotecaria audioviswl mddca trod;
cional y h manem en que estos cambios
est6n afectandonuesims poIIh'ws de colerci6n y nueslra relocih cm bs usuarios. Yo
que murhos fonnotos que consideromos
"tmdicionaks" esffin sienda reemplazadca
p a redes htegrudos de productos, los con
secuencios para 10s bibliotecos son & pan
akance. Por ejempb, b s textos electr6ni
cos y videodiscos que se utilizan en 10s
estadones de trobop de bs computDdoras
eliminan la necesidod de preshrr esta informacidn porparte de h biblioteca. 10s e s h
diantes que compran sus propios
programas o 10sque poseen computodoras
tienen m e w necesidod de visitor h biblip
teca cuando pueden acceder a informac2n
mediante un modem o el
en b ~~Ierci6n
uso & material propio. Los bibliotecarios
deben d e s d k manems nuevas de encaror esos cambios rodicales en el uso & 10s
cokciones, y &deben hocetse h s preguntas
difkiles acerco del htum del cenho oudp
visual. El ortlcub termina por presentar
una revisidn r6pida de bs centros de m e
dios del Sigh 21 y de de~ripuonesde
tmbajo de los espeuolistasen infonnocidn
del futvro.

which involves new approaches to teaching, aided by
computer applications.
The ACME-TRI Report on educating medical students states that "to practice medicine in the twenty-first
century, medical students educated in the twentieth
century must be given a strong grounding in the use of
computer technology to manage information. support
patient care decisions, select treatments, and develop
their abilities as lifelong learners."
An expanded information base in medicine has led to
a reliance on self-directed study, incorporation of casebased learning sessions and a focus on computer literacy
in medical education. In addition, the shift toward managed care, away from inpatient service has impacted on
the educational setting,requiring new training programs
for allied health professionals like nurses and physician
assistants. This in turn affects libraries, who must
strengthen collections to include materials for these
students. More affiliated programs with local colleges.
and an increase in students accepted for the allied health
degree programs such as the Physician Assistant program have widened the scope of the traditional medical
library, adding demands to the available budget, computer facilities, and study space.
Another factor affecting change in medical education
is the importance of outcome measures. Medical schools
now need to assess clinical competencies of students, to
provide outcome analysis since it is required for the
accreditation process. Some managed care organizations also require establishmentof outcome performance
criteria, which is leading to more "management by
outcome" for clinical practices. Finally, increased state
and federal attention and funding for public health and
preventive medicine will necessitate a focus toward
training in these areas.2
All of these changes impact on library administration
and especiallyoncollection management.Curriculawhich
emphasize computer resources and problem-based methods of learning, coupled with radical changes in technology of information remeval and storage, pose great
challenges for the medical librarian. Library collections
and the use of materials are rapidly being transformed, and
the librarian's role is destined to change accordingly.
In the January 1994 issue of theBulletin of the Medical
Library Association, the editor stated that "progressive
medical libraries were confronting philosophical and
economic issues associated with preserving emphasis on
collection development while adapting new operational
procedures related to electronic publications and printing on demand."
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In discussing the changing library, Naomi
Broering declares that the concept of ownership of a large library collection and a facility
that must be open a minimum of sixteen hours
a day may no longer be real is ti^.^
The Media Library where I am director is
currently open 15 hours a day during the week
and eight hoursaday on weekends when classes
are in session. We have a permanent staff of
three full-time employees with some additional hourly studenthelp.Although someitems
in our collection are used year after year, others
are sitting idle on shelves due to the phenomenon known as "interactive multimedia."

History of the Media Center
Today's modem "Media Center" is a far cry
from the early audiovisual library: a shelf of 16
millimeter motion picture canisters and plastic
containersof filmstripswhich gradually moved
aside for film loops and super8 reels, only to be
supplanted by microfiche products and teaching packages comprised of two inch by two
inch slides in carrousels and audio tapes accompanied by a guidebook. Videotapes arrived and became a mainstay of the AV
collection, providing quicker and easier access to users and requiring less maintenance
for the librarian. Although most libraries retain vestiges of these relics from the past, they
are quickly being integrated with laser disc
products and computer programs, changing
forever the meaning of "audiovisual."
The Media Library at Robert Wood Johnson
Medical Schoolbegan inthemid-1970s,growing out of a need to provide audiovisual curriculum support in the basic sciences to firstand second-year medical students. Initially,
the collection was comprised of texts, models,
16mm films and commercial slide packages
purchased in the days when state budget allocations were more generous. It has grown
from a tiny collection housed in a closet,
supplementedby rental films, to a larger, more
diverse one, incorporatingfacultycreated slide
programs, lecture notes produced by a student
note-taking service, a variety of vertical file
reserve items including copies of previous
examinations, and a lecture taping service
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which generates one year's worth of lectures
on audio tape.
One of the items on my agenda when I
became director in August 1987 was collection assessment, which was initiated four
months after I arrived. The collection had not
been weeded in 10 years and much of it was
sadly out of date. It is crucial for a medical
library to update materials and remain current,
since it is said that "the half life of some
medical information is about 5 years."4
After course directors made decisions and
obsolete items were removed, I reevaluated the
collection. Efforts were made to purchase some
new materials while we sauggled to reorganize
and create a computerized circulation system,
which we accomplished a year later.

Introduction of Computers
Down the hall from the library in small
study rooms, six XT and six AT IBM computers provided students with 24-hour access to
word-processingand a few question databanks
which were loaded onto the hard drives. These
were based on the "Quizmaster7'program from
the University of Iowa, and were made available to students in 1986 by the Pathology Department, who for the past few years had been
in the forefront of attempts at integrating technology into their cumculum. In 1984, a member of the teaching faculty began exploring the
use of videodiscs for the Pathology cuniculum
in a collaborative project with the National
Library of Medicine. In the fall of 1988, the
department introduced several videodiscs from
the NLM and also participated in the production
of theUSliceofLife,"a videodisc produced at the
University of Utah which contained 50,000 imagespertaining to pathology and which could be
accessed through "LectricPath," a Hypercard
stack for the Macintosh which was written by Dr.
Robert L. Trelstad, Chairman of the Pathology
Departments
These videodisc programs ran on two workstations adjacent to the computer rooms. The
following year when a Macintosh computer
was added, its popularity was enormous and
students vied for computer time. Free time for
such activitieswas built into the course, rather

than requiring attendance at lectures, which
was optional. Using "small group" formats
and incorporating problem-based learning were
other innovations that the Pathology Department introducedquiteeffectively,which tended
to increase library use of textbooks and
MEDLINE searching.
Other departments slowly followed, creating test question banks on the computer hard
drivesanddepositing copieson floppy disks in
the library to lend to students for copying onto
their own computers.

Effect on library
What did this mean for the library? When I
became director, I found one drawer of floppy
disk programs that were rarely used. Copies of
these commercially produced diagnostic case
studies had been received through a site license agreement with the main library. Faculty had not incorporated them into their
teaching programs and most students were
unaware of their existence.
The interactive, visually stimulating laser
discs were another story. They were demonstrated during the first week of class and could
be connected to monitors in the lecture halls.
Although assignments using these programs
were not mandatory, most students wanted to
try them. The discs were placed in the library
to be checked out. Unfortunately, not every
student complied with the two-hour time limit,
making our job even more difficult, trying to
schedule and monitor use of library materials
on equipment that was located outside of the
library and for which we were not responsible.
The following year, several more copies
were purchased which required additional
equipment, so the department bought several
more workstations. This still did not allow
enough computer time for students, since there
were 168 students spending an average of two
hours working through the program.
In addition, other departments were now
investigating similar programs. One was purchased for the Histology course, which ran on
the same equipment as the Pathology program. Both courses were offered in the fall

semester. This added about 170students to the
second year group already using the computers.
In 1992, one faculty member decided to
author his own software, and entered into an
agreement with a publisher to produce a program that would interact with the Slice of Life
videodisc. Three copies were made available
and several workstations were procured. This
program was even more popular since the
author taught the course and based someexarnination questionson the material. Although some
students worked in groups, competition for
equipment was keen since computers were
shared by two departments. At that point, we
instituted aresemation system and required students to sign up in advance for a two-hour time
period. Checking discs in and out became a
nightmare, especially when all material was to
be returned by 11p.m. when the library closed.

Ownership Issue
In the fall of 1993, a decision was made to
lock the discs into the players, to allow 24hour access. The library staff was not consulted and had no part in the decision. In
addition to this change, the pathology discs
used since 1988were useless, since they ran on
IBM computers, and the department had replaced all equipment with new Macintosh
workstations which ran different versions of
the software.
Essentially, the library no longer housed
videodiscs, since they now resided in players.
This relieved us of the time-consuming and
aggravating job of scheduling viewing time,
and we tried to look at it in a positive light.
However, it also removed our control of the
material. Studentsno longer needed to come to
the library to borrow discs. We were no longer
aware of new versions, copies or titles, technical problems students might be encountering,
or which computers contained what programs,
unless we inquired to departments or to the
new dean of cumculum, who was now involved in purchasing computer assisted instructional material.
These discs were once part of our collection, and the library had lost ownership. Pur-
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chase and control of computer programs were
beginning to be handled by academic departments or higher level administrators.I venture to
guess that this situation is not unique. At the
University of California in San Francisco, Gail
Persily, head of the InteractiveLearningCenter
reports that they are working closely with faculty in identifying course need and appropriate
tools to incorporate computer-based learning.6
Although this center presently is more involved
that the RWJ Media Library, the director indicates that in many cases, departments purchase
the programs.
Is this atrend?Will academicdepartmentsand
or administrative units assume responsibility for
purchase and maintenance of instructional programs that were once the domain of the library?

decrease in printed text purchase will most
likely occur in the future.
While new technology continued to occupy the spotlight, other changes were taking
place which would affect us. In late 1991, a
wet laboratory acrossthe hall from the library
was redesigned into a computer lab, and final
renovations took place a year later. This facility was anecessity which provided additional
student workstations for word-processing and
accessing networked programs. However,
computer assisted instruction for course work
for the most part remained on computers outside the lab in the smaller study rooms, since
the lab did not provide laser disc readers.

Technology's Impact

During 1990, two terminals were provided
to the library to enable us to search library
catalogs of our member branches. The following year, connections to the Internet became a
reality, and the medical school witnessed a
global change which would bring with it infinite possibilities for growth for both faculty
and student. In August of 1993. every firstyear student received an orientation to the
computer lab and a network account.
In the Spring of 1993,afaculty member who
teaches the Neural Science course used this
system heavily, requiring students to use electronic mail so they could receive and send
assignments, take exams and receive grades
via computer. The major challenge with this
approach is to provide enough computer time
for students, especially those who do not own
computers with modems. The library is witnessing more use on the two library terminals
and a decrease in use of printed atlases and
brain models, since the curriculum is not requiring such strict memorization of anatomical structures this year. The curriculum has
always dictated what the library purchased,
and the library's policy is to collect only materials relevant to the course of study. We plan
to continue collecting in that manner, but will
consider multimediacomputer softwareifpossible rather than formats such as slides or
videotape.

--

Videodisc technology also affected the use
of more traditionallibrary materials. The Histology course relies heavily on 2 by 2 slide
viewing, and every fall semester is a challenge, coping with replacement of slide projector bulbs, broken carrousel trays, and
retrieval of warped slides which were trapped
in slide projectors. Slide viewing decreased
somewhat with the introduction of videodisc
products, which present cells and tissues more
vividly and with less difficulty than a slide.
However, until morecomputersare madeavailable and until faculty emphasis on slide viewing decreases, I do not see a great deal of
change immediately.
In 1993, with the purchase of A.D.A.M.
(Animated Dissection of Anatomy for Medicine), an interactive multimedia program, our
collection of anatomy dissection videotapes
received little attention, quite a change from
previous years.
Several major textbooks were also acquired
in electronic format, available on disc or accessible via networked computers. Although
this has had little effect on textbook use so far,
I am sure this trend will continue, especially if
copyright issues areresolvedconcemingtransmission of graphics over the Internet. Along
with the need to trim budgets and downsize, a
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Network's Role

Changing Role for Information Specialist
How should librarianscope with these shifts
in types of material and the new generation of
user? Librarians and information specialists
need to first accept this change, and analyze
the impact on collection management, staffing
and space needs, borrowing policies and budget. They must realize that it will be necessary
to change in order to survive.
Slide projectors must move aside for computer workstations and compact disc players.
Staff will need tolearn new technical skills and
begin to relate to users in a very different way,
relinquishing a lot of face to face contact.
Instead, they will need to become more adept
at interpreting codes and analyzing the written
word on a computer screen. Data entry, file
transfer, troubleshooting, and maintenance of
computer facilities will occupy a larger portion of staff time.
The librarian's role will be transformed,
away from being the provider of information,
toward one as interpreter, evaluator, and facilitator. There will be many opportunities for
librarians to provide valuable assistance with
navigating the electronic networks, finding
appropriate instructional material, and perhaps evaluating its potential for classroom use
for faculty who do not have the time or expertise. Providing adequate computer equipment
and material will remain a challenge to librarians until funding bases improve and until
prices become more reasonable.

Vision of Modern Media Center
What will the media center of the 21st century be like? Will it be called a media center?
And will librarians play a major role in these
virtual libraries or information arenas?
By the year 2000, I predict that the Media
Library as I know it today will not exist. Many
textbooks in print will be replaced by electronic versions available on laser disc or via a
network, and students may carry pocket sized
digital books (the Physician's Desk Reference
and several other titles can already be purchased this way). There will be no need for a
separate computerized circulation station to

track borrowed items, since most materials
will be used on a computer and usage figures
can be gathered electronically as someone
uses the program or title.
Slides and videotapes will be replaced by
laser disc products or digital versions available
overanetwork,showingimagesat much clearer
resolutions. Peter Lewis, in the New York Times
column "CD-ROM Review" states that "the
combination of higher-speed drivesand highercapacity disks opens the possibility of laserquality movies on a single disk, which in turn
could hasten the demise of VHS videotapes.
When the rewriteable 3.3 gigabyte optical disk
drivesreach the consumer market in 1998or so,
the VCR itself will begin to fade."7
Models and printed atlases will not longer
be necessary if students can dissect the body
more visually and actively using computer
models that are multidimensional.
Compact disc products like MEDLINE will
be replaced by networked versions that users
can tap into from home or office.
Paper copies of examinations and notes on
file now will be available on computer hard
drives andeventually over thenetwork.Printed
items can be scanned into a computer easily
and quickly and new materials can be typed
directly onto computers, eliminating the need
for xeroxing, filing, labeling, and maintaining
vertical files. Electronicreserves for academic
libraries is presently a topic of much concern,
and medical faculty will simply create files
and send them via electronic mail to student
mailboxes.
Essentially, the library of bookshelves, file
cabinets, and AV shelving will cease to exist.
In their place will be huge networked computer centers, requiring less supervision, less
labor intensive output, and less staff. Users will
access many services at remote locations, and
the ones who visit the computer centers will
probably be self-sufficient most of the time.

Future of "library" As Entity
What will happen to librarians? Will they be
absorbed into academic computing departments or information service staffs? According to information I gather from a medical
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library listserv, MEDLIB-L (MEDLIBL@UBVM.CC.BUFFALO.EDU), this practice is very common in the United Kingdom,
Australia, and New Zealand. In Pennsylvania,
Lehigh University plans to merge its libraries
with the telecommunications department and
administrativecomputing. and Jefferson Medical School libraries have administratively
merged with university computing facilities.
Somehospital librariansin theunited Statesare
now reporting to Medical Records or Information Systems departments.
Will librariansjoin forces with media equipment service centers? This was accomplished
in 1980 at the University of Miami School of
Medicine, when the library merged with the
Biomedical Communications De~artment.~
Or will special librarians be strong enough to
head these emerging computer facilities with
the technical expertise required?

Summary
A realistic look at the future should convince information specialists that in order to
remain competitive and perhaps even employed, they must begin now to acquire or
polish technical skills relative to computer

systems, local area networks, and electronic
transfer of information; they must network
services and be willing to share access to
materials; and they should become more involved in training and teaching about electronic information environments.
Try to visualize your print collection as
electronic information-How would your library look? What would you need? What could
you do without? What would it mean in terms
of staff and space?
The March 1994 issue of Money magazine
ranked librarian as aprofession number 51 out
of 100. A Computer Systems Analyst was
ranked number 1. The short term outlook for
Librarians was designated Fair, with a job
security rating of Average. Computer analysts
received an Excellent short term outlook as
well as job security.
I think this says a great deal to any information professional. Whether we call ourselves
electronic resources librarians, information
managers, electronicanalysts, or technical facilitators, we need to be responsive and
proactive, welcoming the vision of future information technology with an open mind and
an attitudethat includescreativityand flexibility to succeed in the 21st century.

This paper was presented at the SLA Annual Conference in 1994 at the contributed paper
session sponsored by the Biological Sciences Division, under the title: "From Filmstrips to
Videodisks: Influence of Medical School Curriculum on AV Collection Management."

Zana C Etter, Ed& M.LS., is Director of the Media Library, Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, in Pistotoway. She can be reached
via the Internet at etter8rwia.umdni.edu.
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Synagogue Libraries:
Making it on Their Own
by 1aura Berner Cohen
I1 y a des
&s~t f ibib
dons les synv
pgues des FiubUnb &uis des dkennies,
et leur nombre ougmente. l o bibhtfi&ue
&pique esl une enhepllie modeste qui fournit & b dorumentation oux MBles & b
synagogue sousf i w n h e s : Bwes, phi+
dques ou outres mt5dbs. les quelques
etudes qui m t 6% foites idquent que d'une
part, les bibIioh6ques des synagogues m t
un penmnel qui n'est pas de h profeah,
knB& el b temps po~lielel 8ouh.e part,
qu'elles fonctionnent w le pin@ du lib^
sewice. fbns b pdsente 6Iude, les bibliu
thQues des symgogw situbs dam le nod
de I'BM de New Yok on1 Btt! exomin.4es
dons le but de dtenniner leur wccBs molgr.!
/'influence ptufeamnnelle minimole. les
uigres du s u d s cnt 6td identifit% dons les
domoines suiwnk: chbtion, uuissance de
b coktim, hems d'oweriure etprotiques
de cnh/qpge. l.es d s u h k k6rguent que
ces crin?resmtidont les besob fondomen
taux de lews Mks. les h & s suggrent
omsi que les b i M d i @ ~ sdes synugcgues
pourmien1ptufiter de I'odoption Btendue de
n m e s de procaduw.
10s bibkokws de bs inogogos en bs
F s h h Undos h n khmontendos dumnte
indo en nimem. l o
k d o s y esf6n me
bibhot, @icnes una empreso modest0
que pwee mteriol impreso y sobre ohos
mediis pam lo mgregocidn de lo sinogqp.
Lm porn e s h b ~ I i z d o muesiron
s
que
b mayoh de hs bibhiecar de bs shw
p s tienen p e m l m pnhsbmI, v d u n b
fo, de tempo patrhl y opemn mediante el
out~se~icio.
En este e s M o se hko un
relevomiento de hs bibbtecns de bs sink
gogos en el estodo de Nuevo Yok para
detennimr su n k l de exit0 o pesor de un
oporte profesioml mhimo. Se ;dentificom
uitelios pom d e h b exit0 en bs heas de
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Synagogue libraries in the United States have been
maintained for decades and are growing in number.
The t pical librar is a modest enterprise that
provi es print an other media materials for the
synagogue's congregation. The f e w studies
conducted show that most synagogue libraries are
staffed by nonprofessional art-time volunteers
and operate on a self-serve asis. In the present
study, the synagogue libraries in upstate New York
were surveyed to determine their success despite
minimal professional influence. Criteria for success
were identified in the areas of circulation, collection
growth, staffing, hours of operation and cataloging
ractices. The results indicate that these criteria
Rave been met and that these libraries are meeting
the basic needs of their congregations. The data
also suggests that the widespread adoption of
standards of practice could benefit synagogue
libraries.

J

J

1

S

ynagogue libraries have received scant attention
from the wider library community.The literatureon
this type of special library is extremely limited.' Little
research has been carried out, most of it conducted
before the 1980s. To add to the problem, most studies
encompass both church and synagogue libraries together. As a result, there is a scarcity of useful data. Most
library schools have ignored the field of religious
librarianship altogether.
For synagogue libraries, professional influence can
come from two major sources: staff and library associations. In both these areas, synagogue libraries are lacking. Most synagogue libraries are staffed by
nonprofessional,part-timevolunteers.Two professional
associations serve the interests of religious libraries, but
few synagogue libraries are members. Further, contact
by synagoguelibrarians with other library associations is
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circuhci611,uecimienb de la deccibn, persoml, hams de opera& y prdcticos de
catakgado. lm r e s u h h mdon que se
h n bgrodo esbs c~iteriosde bxib y que
estas bibliotecos est6n sirviendo 10s
neceiddes bdsicos de sus mgrqaciones.
lm dabs iumbibn qhque la odopcibn
genemkodo de lar crite~imen uu,padhn
hneficior hs bibbtecos de las simgogas.

minimal. It is understandablethat nonprofessionalsmight
find it difficult to associate with professional librarians
on the state or national level. here is also a practical
consideration: congregations may be unwilling to pay
conference expenses for their library ~olunteers.~
Without religious librarians present at state and national
conferences, it follows that programs and workshops to
support them are lacking. Consequently,there is insufficient contact between religious and other types of librarians with the resulting lack of documentation.
Throughout Jewish history, synagogues have held
collections of books.3 Today in the United States, the
typical synagogue library provides print and other
media materials to the members of the synagogue's
congregation, primarily on a self-serve basis. These
materials are associated with the institution's religious,
cultural, and educational activities. Most religious libraries are modest enterprises and concentrate their activities on providing access to their material^.^ This is in
contrast to current trends in librarianship, which also
emphasize the provision of information along with a
variety of patron services.While there are large synagogue

Table 1

Mean: 22
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libraries which offer such services, these activities are beyond the skillsand resources available
to the nonprofessionalswho are thebackbone of
most synagogue library staffs. A synagogue
library may therefore be defined as one or more
rooms containing print and other media materials arranged in an organized way, with a system
to provide for their use.
Potentially large populations are served by
synagogue libraries. As of 1990, there were
3,416 synagogues in theunited States serving
5,981,000 rnember~.~
Exactly how many libraries exist within these institutions is unknown, as a comprehensive survey has never
been done.6
The number of synagogue libraries is increasing.Synagoguelibrariesmayremain static
for a period of years, but they are rarely eliminated. Ordinarily. a library in a church or a
synagogue will be abolished only when the
institution itself ceases to exist. Therefore, the
number of such libraries can only increase as
new institutions are founded,or as libraries are
started in established institution^.^
The U.S. religious library movement began
30 to 40 years ago. Its evolution has been
influenced by the growth and prosperity of
suburban churches and synagogues, which
have provided opportunities for the expansion
of libraries in these institutions. Another influence is the growth and increased professionalism of school and public libraries. Finally, the
movement has seen a slow rise in the number
of professionally trained library staff. The
sluggish pace of this last factor, however,
continues to have a negative impact on religious librarie~.~
Helen Greif has madean attempt to describe
the typical synagogue library, based on responses to her 1976 survey from 73 synagogue librarians in 20 states. Most of these
libraries were founded in the 1950s or 1960s.
The average library represented a congregation of 500-600 families and had an annual
budget of $1,300 to $1,700. A quarter of the
collection was devoted to children's literature. Book collections averaged 3,200-4,200
volumes, or five to six volumes per family.
Most libraries held media material, periodicals, and newspapers. Not surprisingly, col-
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lections were dominated by Judaica materials.
Funding was provided by the congregation,
the sisterhood, and donations. The most frequently used classification systems were the
Dewey Decimal Classification and the Weine
Classijica lion Schemefor Judaica Libraries, a
modification of Dewey. Subject heading lists
by Kurland and Weine, Library of Congress,
and Sears were the most often used. Part-time
volunteers were the most numerous library
staff members. Of the head librarians reporting. 40% were graduates of library schools and
half of these were paid employees. The libraries were open an average of 10 to 13 hours per
week.9
Greif's survey did not explore circulation
figures. A study conducted by the Church and
Synagogue Library Association (CSLA) in
the 1970s found that congregational libraries
circulated about 17 volumes per week, with
most circulating between 10 and 25 volumes
per week.1° It should be noted that many of
these libraries are open on a self-serve basis.
The self-service aspect is a unique feature of
religious libraries, one which reflects an emphasis on collection usage as aprimary library
activity.
Existing classification systems present problems for a Jewish library. A specialized Judaica
collection requiresextensivesubdivisionwithin
a limited area of classification. In addition,
some of these subjects do not fit well into
general systems. As a result, a number of classification schemes have been devised for the
small Jewish library. Overall,however, nocataloging standardexists. Greif s 1976study found
that many libraries utilize homemade systems,ll
though no studies found in the literature have
confirmed if this still holds true.
Perhaps the most problematic issue facing
the field of synagogue librarianship is that of
staff. It is no surprise that part-time, nonprofessional librarians are not held in high esteem.
The Association of Jewish Libraries (AJL) surveyed its member libraries in 1971, and found
that librarians had little status in comparison
with that of other Jewish professionals. Those
who were paid had correspondingly low salaries. The authors concluded that this problem
will remain as long as somuchof the library work

is done on a volunteer basis.12 It must be recognized, however, that only the most heavily endowed religious institutions can afford to pay a
professional librarian. This factor can be expected to hold back an advance in the professional status of synagogue librarians.
Due to the scarcity of opportunities for formal education, some librarians are turning to
religious library associations. Since 1967,
CSLA has provided educational guidance for
the creation and maintenance of congregational libraries. The association has worked to
provide opportunities for continuing education, and has established contacts with the
wider library community.13 CSLA currently
lists two dozen titles available for sale. Perhaps most important is its Guide series, a
collection of 16 inexpensive booklets that provide practical insmction to the religious librarian.14

I

Though CSLA offers an admirable array of
resources, very few synagogue libraries have
joined the association. Of its 1,900 members,
only four or five are synagogue^.'^ This may
be explained by the fact that CSLA does not
publish anything geared to synagogue libraries alone.l61tsmain value to synagogue libraries, then, lies in its advocacy of the religious
library field.
AJL was founded in 1966, created by a
merger of the Jewish Librarians Association
(founded in 1946) and the Jewish Library
Association. AIL is grouped into two divisions: Research and Special Library, and
School, Synagogue and Center. Among its
activities, AJL publishes a journal and other
periodicals, offers publications for sale, confers book awards, and sponsors a discussion
list on Internet. The association also certifies
librarians through its Continuing Education

Books Added

No. of Libraries

Percent

35

5

9.6

6-10

9

17.3

11-25

7

13.5

26-40

6

11.5

4160

7

13.5

6180

1

1.9

81-100

3

5.8

101-150

1

1.9

Not Reported

13

25.0

52

100.0

I

Mean: 34
Median: 20
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ographies. AJL offers both the Weine and the
Elazer classification systems,as well as Weine
and Kurland's Subject Headingsfor a Judaica
Library.
Both CSLA and AJL offer their publications to nonmembers. They may therefore
serve as potential resources to any synagogue
library. To what extent nonmember libraries
purchase these materials has not been studied.
Despite the efforts of CSLA and AJL,synagogue libraries have yet to receive full recognition for their role, and potential role, in
Jewish identity and education. As a related
problem, synagogue libraries must compete
with the effectiveness of school and public
libraries.l9
In thecurrent study, the synagogue libraries
in upstate New York were surveyed to determine their success despite minimal professional influence. Success is defined by the

program, and grants library certification on
Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced levels.
Of AJL's 1,000 members, 416 are synagogue libraries.I7Although this figure may be
substantialwithin theassociation, it most likely
representsonly a small percentage of the synagogue libraries in the United States. Ralph
Simon, president of the association, reports
that nonmember synagogue librarians frequently seek his advice on establishing and
maintaining their libraries,but are unwilling to
join AJL. He describesa resistance on the part
of these librarians to understand how they
might gain from the association's professional
advocacy.18This illustrates an aspect of the
nonprofessional approach taken by a segment
of the synagogue librarian community.
AJL currently offers 23 publications for
sale, primarily classification schemes, subject
heading lists, instructional manuals, and bibli-

Table 3

Hours

No. of libraries

Percent

less than 8

10

19.2

8-13

7

13.5

14-20

7

13.5

21-30

2

3.8

3140

2

3.8

Whenever building is open

18

34.6

Every day except Saturday

2

3.8

During offii hours

2

3.8

During activities

1

1.9

Not Reported

1

1.9

52

99.8
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following criteria: 1) library materials circulate regularly; 2) new materials are added to
the library's collection; 3) at least one individual oversees operations; 4) the library is
regularly open the equivalent of at least one
day per week; and 5) materials are organized
by the use ofacodified system of classification
and/or subject headings.
Following pretesting, a questionnaire was
mailed to 87 synagogues in upstate New York
in September 1993. This number represents
virtually all the synagogues in the state except
those located in Westchester, Rockland,
Nassau, and Suffolk counties, and in New
York City. Sixty-three synagogues returned
the questionnaire, representing 72.4% of the
total synagogues queried. Ten synagogues, or
11.5%,reported that they have no library. An
additional questionnaire was not used in data
analysis, as the synagogue library in question
was just becomingoperational.Thenumber of
usable responses totaled 52. The results of this
study's analysis may be seen as representative
of approximately 60% of the synagogues in
upstate New York. It is unknown if the
nonresponding synagogues operate libraries.

New York are therefore established enterprises within synagogue institutions. A few
respondents indicated that their libraries had
been stagnant or closed for a period of time and
had been recently revived.
The libraries in this study held an averageof
1,923 books, with a median of 1,000. These
libraries are smaller than those responding to
the Greif and CSLA studies, which averaged
holdings of 3,200 to 4,200 and 3,000 volumes
respectively. The data shows that 23 libraries
contain books shelved for the use of the students enrolled in their synagogues' religious
schools. The total holdings of just over 52
percent of these libraries are in the 1,0005,000range. The presence of student books in
a congregational library, therefore,does tend to
increase the total number of library holdings.
One measure of success of any library is the
level of use made of its collection. In order to
view such activity in context, it is necessary to
determine the potential number of library users. In an synagogue environment,most if not
all the users are members of the congregation.
Membership is categorized by unit family,
which may represent one or more individuals.
Table 1 on page 92 presents circulation
figures by groupings of unit families. It can be
seen that these libraries are experiencing circulation levels on a par with those found in the
CSLA survey, in which approximately twothirds of the libraries circulate25 books or less

Results
Analysisof thedata shows arangeof library
founding dates from 1900 to 1991, with a
mean of 1960. Synagogue libraries in upstate

Table 4
-

Volunteers Only

-

No. of Libraries

Percent

26

50.0

4

Paid Only
-

--

-

7.7
-

-

Volunteers 8 Paid

6

11.5

No Staff

16

30.8

52

100.0
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per week. There is a positive correlation betweencirculationand the size of a synagogue's
membership. Only two libraries reported an
absence of circulation, but these appear to be
maintained for reference use.
The addition of new books to a library is
another important measure of activity. Table 2
on page 94 shows that the responding libraries
add new books to their collections and are
growing enterprises. The range of annualaddi-

tions is three to 150 volumes. Most of these
libraries increase their holdings by 50 books or
less annually, with the single greatest percentage adding six to 10volumes per year. It is not
possible to compare these figureswith those in
other studies,as no surveys found in the literature measured this activity beyond giving a
proportion of budget monies spent on books.
In order for a library to serve its patrons, the
facility mustbe open for a sufficient number of

Table 5

1

No. of Books
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Annually

Days/Hows Open
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No. of Familks

1
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hours so that its collection may be conveniently accessed. Table 3 on page 95 shows
that 80.8%of the synagogue libraries responding to this survey are open more than the
equivalent of one day per week. The next
higher range of hours was grouped so that a
rough comparison could be made with the
Greif survey. in which the libraries were open
an average of 10 to 13 hours per week. Only
13.5%of the libraries in the present study fell
into this range. Almost half these libraries are
open five or more days a week, a far greater
total than that found in the Greif study.
As can be seen in Table 3, many respondents
suppliedinforrnationabout hours with a worded
statement rather than with numbers. It is uncertain whether just two libraries shut down
only on Saturday or whether otherrespondents
neglected to explain this. Since writing is
prohibited on the Sabbath,some libraries have
devised a system whereby patrons may borrow materials without making a written record.
Others, particularly those in Orthodox synagogues, may be opposed to such a practice.
Table 3 shows that over 34% of the libraries
operate whenever their synagogue buildings
are open. This category represents the largest

Table b

single proportion of responses. Further analysis reveals that nearly 90% of these libraries
operate on a self-serve basis.
The number and professional status of library staff is crucial to the success of any
library. Several analyses were conducted on
synagogue library staff. The issue of paid staff
versus volunteers is of particular interest in the
field of religious librarianship. Table 4 on
page 96 shows that just over 19% of the respondent libraries employ paid staff, compared with 12.7%reported in the CSLA study.
Half the libraries in the present study are staffed
only by volunteers, while just under 81%do not
employ any paid staff. Further analysis of the
data shows that seven of the 10 libraries that
employ paid staff have one paid employee.
The data shows that 30.8%of the libraries
report operating without staff. Table 5 on
page 97 gives a profile of these 16 libraries. In
general, it is the smaller libraries with low
circulations that have no staff. It might be
argued, however, that half these unstaffed
libraries have weekly circulations of three
books or less because they are not being
effectively stocked,organized, administered,
or publicized.

depend in part on the number of hours offered
by the job. Because of the design of the
questionnaire, it is not possible to determine
the number of hours that salaried employees
are paid. It may be extrapolated from the
records, however, that few if any of the paid
staff are working full time. Table 8 on page
100 shows this data.
It is likely that paid staff would spend most
if not all of their paid hours in the library while
it is open. Five of the libraries with paid staff
are not self-serve,and these are open 20 hours
or less per week. The data shows that only two
libraries are open sufficienthours to support a
full-time librarian's time. Furthermore, these
libraries are self-serve,and may not necessarily have a librarian on the premises during all
the hours when they are open. It therefore
appears that most of these paid jobs are not
full-time positions. Thirteen staff persons receive library salaries. Of these, at least three
are professionals. It can be concluded that
only a few of these synagogue library staff are

Nevertheless, someone must administer the
borrowing privilege and take in new books. It
would be interesting to know who is performing these activities. Many synagogues employ
office help, and possibly this duty is assigned
to such staff.
In order for a synagogue to affordpaid library
staff, there must be a sufficient membership
base. Table6 on page 98 shows that seven of the
10 libraries with paid staff have membership
totals of over 500 families. It is also notable that
seven of the nine synagogues with more than
500 families have paid library staff.
Libraries with large collections are likely to
need the services of a staff person and might be
willing, if funds are available, to pay for such
staff. Table 7, below, shows that synagogues
with the largest library collections have hired
paid staff. It can be seen that five of the eight
libraries with holdings of more than 3,000
books have paid employees on staff.
The attractiveness of employment for a professionallibrarian in a synagogue library would

Table 7

No. of Books

No. of Libraries

No. of Libraries w/Paid Staff

50-100

2

-

101-300

11

-

301-500

6

-

1001-3000

15

4

3001-5000

5

3

5001-10,000

2

1

10,001-13,000

1

1

Not Reported

5

1

52

10
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paid, and that even fewer are graduate librarians. Most of these synagogues are simply too
small to afford to hire library staff. Such limited work opportunities can be expected to
attract few career librarians. There is no reason
to believe that this situation will change significantly in the future.
It is notable that the libraries with the highest
weekly circulations are among those with paid
staff. This supports the notion that an activelyused library may have both the need and the
resources to hire paid help.
A synagogue's interest in and need for a
professional librarian may be influenced in part
by the size of the synagogue itself. The data
has shown that larger synagogues have an
active circulation of library materials, and are
more likely than smaller synagogues to pay for
library staff. The survey questionnairewas de-

signed to determine the professional status of a
library's staff in four categories: current professional, current nonprofessional, past professional only, and no professional at any time.
Table 9 on page 101 shows a comparison of
these four categories by synagogue membership size.
The data shows that just under 79% of the
synagogue libraries are currently staffed by
non-professionals. It is notable that no synagogue with less than 50 families has a professional working in its library. The greater
proportion of libraries utilizing professionals
is found at the higher membership levels.
The right half of Table 9 gives a breakdown
of the data for libraries currently staffed by
nonprofessionals. It is useful to look at professional staffing in the past, since the previous
work of a professional can influence current

Table 8
Days/Hours Open

No. Pdd Per

Per Week

Library

4.5

100

Self Serve

Current
Professionals

Weekly
G'rculutions

1

Y

N

20

8.0

1

N

Y

50

9.0

2

Y

Y

20

10.0

1

Y

N

?

12.0

1

Y

N

5

15.0

1

N

N

89

16.0

2

N

Y

90

20.0

1

N

N

100

7 days

2

Y

N

100

7 days

1

Y

N
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library practice. The questionnaire defined a
past professional as either a staff person or a
consultant. Not surprisingly, it is the larger
synagogues that have utilized professionals in
the past. It is notable that almost 60% of the
synagogues have never utilized a professional
librarian, either as a staff person or a consultant. It is also worth noting that no library with a
membership of more than 1,000 families is in
this category.
The literature has shown that synagogue libraries utilizeavarietyof classificationschemes
and subject heading lists, both published and
homemade. It is expected that a professional
librarian would be more likely to consult a published source. Table 10 on page 102 shows the
sources in use by the four professional categories described above. The data is arranged by the
cluster of cataloging tools u t i W in individual
libraries, as this yields more meaningful results
than a consideration of each tool separately.20

The data shows that 30.5% of the libraries
use a published classification scheme or a
scheme in conjunction with a subject heading
list. Combined with the 25% of libraries that
use their own cataloging system, a total of
55.5% of these libraries use a codified system
to catalog their collections. In the three cases
in which the respondent was unable to identify
the cataloging system in use, the classification
was described as numerical or decimal-based.
When these are taken into account, just over
61% of the respondent libraries use codified
cataloging schemes. Library of Congress and
Weine-based systems, both the classification
schemes and subject heading lists, are the most
frequently used published sources.
As expected, all the libraries staffed by
professionals utilize some form of cataloging
system, most of them published. On the other
hand. 38.5% of the libraries without professionals on staff do not. An examination of the
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Current
Non-

Current
Catdoghg Tod

RderQml

Ye

Roferdad

Ye

Dewey

Modified D e w q
Uaza
LC
Modified LC
LC/LCSH
UAHCC/SHJL/C
Weine
Modified Weine
Weine/SHJL

Om System
Don't Know
None

Dewey: Dewey Decimal Uossificotion
Modiiied Dewey: d ~ f i e dDewey Dec~mlCbssificotion
Elazer: A Clossificohn System for libraries d l d a i c o
LC: librmy of Congress OassificotionScheme
Modified LC. modified library of C ~ r e s Clossicahn
s
Scheme

LC/LUH: library of Congress Classification Scheme and
library d Congress Subject Headings

UAHCC/SHIL/C: Union of America Hebrew Congregations
Oassif~ationand Subject Headngs for o
ludaica libray and Cutter numbers for
biqyuphies

Weine: Weine CbssificohbnScheme fw ludoiro libraries
Modified Weine: modlid Weine CbssificotionScheme for
Judoka libmrks

Weine/SHk Weine Cbssiff~ationScheme forludaica
libraries and Subject Headngs for o lvdaico
library
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records shows that 11 of these 20 libraries
report having no staff of any kind. Also notable is the large percentage of homemade
cataloging tools used in libraries which have
never had professional help. Thesefiguresreinforce the ongoing need for the standardization
of cataloging practices in synagogue libraries.
As suggested above, the standards set by a
professional librarian in the past may have an
on influence on current library practice. Table
10 shows such an influence on cataloging
practice. All the libraries that had the services

of a professional only in the past are cataloging
their collections,most with published classification schemes. An examinationof therecords
indicates that, with the exception of the Elazer
system, all current nonprofessionals utilizing
published classification schemes work in libraries that had the benefit of professional
services in the past.
Among the libraries that have never had
professional staff, only two report the use of a
published classification scheme, in this case
the Elazer system. It is also notable that all the

Table 11
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libraries currently staffed by nonprofessionals
that do not catalog their collections have never
had professional help. Again, this serves to
point up the importance of past professional
influence on current cataloging practice.
The meaning of a modified cataloging system is uncertain, as no examples of such modfications were given. The author examined a
copy of the Elazer scheme utilized in a Troy,
NY synagogue library. The enmes were extensively expanded by the addition of numerous
subclasses. The librarian who filled out the
questionnaire, however, did not report the use
of a modified scheme. As this librarian is not a
professional, the qualification may not have
occurred to her. This may be the case with other
responses. The meaning of cataloging modification, and the accuracy of the current figures,
is therefore uncertain. It would be useful to
study the various modifications reported. If
these were found to be of high quality and
broadly useful, they might pointthe way toward
the development of a classificationscheme that
might eventually meet general acceptance for
synagogue library use. Such a scheme could
eventually become incorporated into a set of
standards for synagogue libraries, thereby providing recourse to librarians dissatisfied with
the currently available options.
A few librarians reported that they had utilized published classification schemes such as
Dewey and Weine in the past, but have since

developed their own. This is further evidenceof
the need for an improved classification system
for synagogue libraries.
The use of a published classification scheme
or subject heading list in a synagogue library
might be influenced by the library's membership in a professional library association. As
mentioned earlier, both CSLA and AJL offer
many of the available Judaica and religious
library cataloging tools for sale. Table 11 on
page 103 shows that three of the six AJL members are using materials that may be purchased
from the association.Another member librarian
reported that she had ordered a classification
scheme from AJL.The data also shows that six
of the 44 nonmember libraries are making use
of cataloging tools offered for sale by AJL.
Whether they actually purchased these materials from the association is unknown.
Significantly,every library that is a member
of a library association utilizes a cataloging
system of some kind, whereas 20 of the 45
nonmember libraries report using no classification scheme. As noted above, these are libraries that have never had professional staff.
Finally, it can be seen that only seven of the 52
libraries have joined a library association.
The professional status of the staff is a factor
in this total. Table 12, below, shows that a far
higher proportion of libraries staffed by professionals have joined a library association as
compared to those staffed by nonprofessionals.

Table 12
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%

Professionals
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AJL

4

36.4

2

4.9

AJL/CSLA

-

-

1

2.4

None

7

63.6

38

92.7

11

100.0

41

100.0
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Discussion and Conclusion
The present investigation was a regional
study. The responses have allowed conclusions to be drawn about approximately60%of
the synagogue libraries in upstate New York.
This study was undertaken to determine the
success of synagogue libraries in this region
despite minimal professional influence. Such
influence can come from two major sources:
staff and library associations. In both cases,
the influence has been scarce. The libraries
studiedarestaffedprimarily by part-time,nonprofessional volunteers who are working out
policies and practices in isolation. Despite a
minimum of professional influence, these libraries are successful enterprises,as measured
by ongoing circulation,the addition of books to
their collections, the presence of staff to manage the facilities, extensive hours of operation,
and the use of codified cataloging systems.
In upstate New York, the largest cities are
Albany, Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse. An
examination of the records shows, not surprisingly, that most of the synagogues with memberships of more than 500 families are located
in these cities. The libraries in these institutions possess the greatest proportion of professional staff. A study conducted in larger
metropolitanareas would therefore be expected
to yield differentresults. With greaterresources
at their disposal,large synagogue libraries are
in a position to provide the kind of user services not possible in smaller libraries where
self-serve operation is the rule.
The national figuresthat current1y are available reveal that only a small proportion of
synagogue libraries seek membership in library associations.At the cost of $25 per year,
the equivalent of one book, virtually all congregations can afford membership in AJL.
Especially in smaller communities, the other
major source of professional influences librarian with a graduate degree-is far harder
to come by. It is only by chance that a member
of a congregation might be a graduate librarian
willing to donate her or his time. In upstate
New York, most synagoguelibrariesareforced
to rely on nonprofessional help, yet few have
joined a library association. As CSLA and AJL
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gear many of their publications toward the
nonprofessionallibrarian, it is ironic that those
individuals who potentially need the assistance
more are those less likely to possess it.
If synagogue libraries in this study are functioning successfully with little or no professional help, it may well be asked whether such
support is in fact needed. The answer will
determine the fundamental nature of the synagogue library. There are advantages to be
gained from a more widespread membership
in professional associations. Most notably, it
would be possible to work toward a general
acceptance of synagogue library standards.
AJL sells a set of standards for school.
synagogue, and community center libraries.
Developedjointly with the Jewish BookCouncil, these standards address several areas of
library administration,including library goals
and policies, collection development, budget.
staff, special programs, physical plant, and
inter library relations. The standards stress the
importanceof formulating a written statement
of purpose and policies, and employing the
suppon and guidance of a library committee.
Several subject areas for collection development are mandated. Each library is required to
be run by a professional librarian, with staff
assistance available in the library at least 25
hours a week. The library must have an adequate salary budgeted for a qualified librarian, as well as an annual acquisitions budget of
at least $2,500. Libraries must utilize a standard classification system and maintain a subject authority list from a standard source; though
examples are given, no particular sources are
required. The library must bea memberof AJL
and cooperate with neighboring Judaica,
school, and public libraries.21
Although useful, these standardscorrespond
to the AJL requirements for Advanced Level
Certification.The application form states that
the "number of Judaica libraries that serve a
sufficiently large population to support the
collection resources and library services listed
here are few. ..Request either the Intermediate
Level or Basic Level application until such
time as your library reaches the standard implied by Advanced Level Certificati~n."~~
A
majority of synagoguelibraries,however, will

most likely always remain too small to meet
the advanced requirements. It is therefore recommended that kn publish additional, more
modest guidelines apart from the application
forms to reinforce them as worthwhile standards in their own right. This would serve to
both guide and support the numerous small
librariesthat operatewith only limited resources,
and as a result encourage a more general accep
tance of synagogue library standards.
The widespread implementation of AJL's
standards is not possible if only a small percentage of libraries nationwide are association
members, While AJL membership is a requirement of thesestandards,it is also true that
the existence of the standards may not be
known without such membership in the fist
place. Further, it is a questionable policy for

A.lL to sell the standards rather than distribute
them without cost to its members. Though the
price is only$4, the sale of such an item does not
encourage member librariestoapply these standards as an integral part of AJL membership.
Rather than being a burden to the librarian.
standards can provide much-needed guidelines on the fundamentals of library administration. Certainly leadership needs to be taken
on the problem of cataloging, which is currently in a state of disarray. Requiring AJL
membership as a component of these standards is a further advantage, as the association
serves as a primary resource about Judaica
librarianship. It remains to be seen if the nonprofessional librarian, when made aware of
these choices, will pursue change or remain
satisfied with the status quo.

The author expresses her appreciation to Bruce Kingrna for his advice given throughout the
course of this study.
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Synagogue Name
City
Does your synagogue have a congregational library?
YES -NO
Total number of unit families in your congregation:
Year your library was founded:
Number of books in your library (an estimate is fine):
Does your synagogue have an affiliated religious school?
YES -NO
If you have a school, are books for its students shelved in your congregational library and
counted as part of its holdings?
YES -NO
Average number of books circulating each week:
Average number of books added to your collection each year:
Total number of hours your library is typically open each week when books may be borrowed:
Total number of library volunteers:
Total number of paid library staff:
Is your library primarily self-service?
YES
NO
Has your library ever utilized the services of a professional librarian, either as a staff member
or a consultant?
YES
NO
Are any current staff members graduates of library schools?
YES
NO
Please name any books used as guides to cataloging your collection. These may include
classification systems and subject heading lists. If you use your own system, please indicate.

If your library is a member of one or more library associations, please list their names:

If you would like to receive a copy of the results of this research, please write your name and
address below:
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The User Pays:
Cost Billing in a Company Library
by Albert I. te Grotenhuis and Selma I. Heynekamp
l a biblioh6que de b KEM foumit des
sewices de documentohn dl'orgonisation.
So foumiture de semces dojt 8tre bas&
sur les principes du marchi exteme. Un
sy&me de fachrn/itm a dtd Btobli pour
orriver d un contnlle odbquat d?s d t s et b
fownu aux dents des renseignements exacts. Des exempks d'un c h i n nombre de
sewices sont expods en d6tal Au ddbut,
de nombreux uh'lisatews dtaient choqubs
d'..tre factvrd pour les arvkes de la b i b b
& q u e et d'ovoir d les payer; muintenant
I'utiIisotion & quehpes-uns des sewices
s'est stabilide d un niveau quelque peu
infhieur. D'autres sewices sont encore en
exponion. les rebtions avec les dients
sont devenues plus cb~es.les services de
la bibliohique sont mieux apprkiks main
tenant qu'il h u t k s payer. I1 sembk qu'en
hisant payer ses m'ces, b biblioh6que
prouve quleUe a k droit d'exbter; par con
&pent, 1sera impossibk de dsiuter sa
continuit& Ce sont les clients qui dbtermt
nent que k s services & lo bibliothdque
sont nkessaires.
l a Biblioteca
provee sewidos
intemos de informacih dorumentodo a lo
orgonuac8n. Su p r o h i h de servidos se
basa en prinupios externus de mercado.
Pam logmr un control odecuodo de costas
y proveer infonnoci6n cwrecfa a /as ck
entes, se ho estoblecida un sistema de
factumci6n de costas. Se dswten en detalle ejemplos ck una variedad ck sew;
rim. A1 principio, muchos usuarios se
sorprendlon mudlimo p a tener que pogar una hctura por se~icios& biblioteco,
pero, actvalmente el uso de olgunos s e ~ i
cios se ho estobiluado a un nivel un poco
m6s bap. Olros servicios eskh a h en
expansibn. l a relocibn con 10s c/ientes se
ho esdarecjdo mucho. Se aprecian m6s 10s
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The KEMA Library provides in house documentary
information services to the organization. Its service
provision is to be based an external market
principles. To achieve adequate cost control and
supply clients with uccurate information, a cost
billing system has been set u Exam les of a
number of services are discusse in deta~ Initially,
man users were shocked at having to actually pay
a bil for library services, but now the use of some
services has stabilized at a slightly lower level.
Other services are still expanding. The relationship
with clients has become much clearer. Library
services are better appreciated now that they have
to be paid for. It appears that by charging fees for
its services, the library proves its r i ht of
existence, so that no discussion will be he1 about
its continuation. It is the clients who determine
that library services are necessary.

r

B' f.

I

Introduction
KEMA is an independent, internationally active company whose object is the commercial provision of services
in the fieldsof electricalenergy systemsand environmental
care, as well as in quality-relatedfields such as product and
system inspection and certification. Many changes in the
independent provision of commercial services are taking
place a& KEMA.
Until 1989, the cost of maintaining the library was
classed as an overhead, and the users had no control over
the level of support which they provided. In 1989, however, four service units, with about 260 staff, were established. The task of these units was 'Toprovidecommercial
services, in co$omnce with market requirements, at
competitive prices and with a balanced budget, as if the
unit were an external operator.' KEMA's Information
Centre (IC), as a part of service unit Information Transfer,
includes the Archive Deparunent, the Literature Search
Department, and the Library. m e switch from support via
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se~iciosbiblioteroriias ~hrolmente,d o h
que se deben pagar. Poreciem que ol
c o h r uno tohpor sus se~irios,b bib
lioteco funobmenb b mzbn de su exisk
encia, por lo cwl no hbnf dxusibn
akuim ocerw de su conhuwibn Son bs
dentes los que deteninan b necesW
de bs sewicios bibliotewrios.

the central budget to billing users on the basis of a c m use
generated a great deal of emotion as well as a great deal of
business data During the transformation process, the mission of the IC was specified as follows:
'The InformationCentre's purpose is to provide the
documentary information needed to support KEMA
in its mission. Services are provided in conformance
with market requirements, at competitive prices.'

Theory
From a survey of published work, it is apparent that there
are many arguments for and against billing systems. The
main advantages of a charge system are that it leads to
greater awareness of cost-benefit considerations, that it
gives the library greater financial independence, and that
services are brought more into line with customer requirements. Arguments against introducing such a system include the fact that library services have traditionally been
provided freeof charge, and that with a chargesystem only
those who can pay will make use of library services.'L3
Before deciding to introduce a cost billing system, one
has to be clear about what one hopes to achieve by doing
so. For instance, one might wish to:Z4
- make a profit;
- achieve a certain market share;
- encourage the generation of information; or
- encourage more selective information use.
A library's objectives will to a considerable extent
depend on the nature of the organization to which that
library belongs, whether that organization is a:5
- profit center, where all services are sold to customers external to the organization;
- protected profit center, where the library is a division of a larger organization and the provision of
services to external customers takes place on a
limited scale. The library does have income objectives;
- internal billing profit center, where library costs are
charged to users via an internal billing system; oran
- cost-accounting profit center, where the library
receives a budget from the organization. The system simply involves accounting for costs incurred.
The differences between these types of organizations
stem from the way in which money is earned,and the sums
involved.
Where costs are billed to the user, the library has to apply
four important rules:6
- Response times must be short;
- Services must be reliable;

- Prices must be competitive; and
-Services must represent value for money.

The definition of products and services
Theory
Having identified the reasons for introducing a charge system, a library has to decide
which servicesit will charge for. This question
is related to the identification of the costs
(overheads, staff, materials) which are to be
covered. In most cases, the more expensive
services such as literaturesearches and interlibrary loans are billed?
Practice
The work of the library involves three types
of interrelated activity,defined and referred to
as "shops":
- Collection: acquisition, title description
(database input), management;
- Loans: document delivery; and
- Circulation:controlandcirculationofarange
of periodicals.
In relation to the shops, the library acts like
a holding company; the staff work for it and it
assigns them shop tasks.
The library sells its services primarily to
KEMA's operational units (business, support,
strategic, and service units). Services are also
provided to three organizations which are
closely involved with public energy supply in
the Netherlands. These organizations pay a
standing charge (each about five percent of the
library's budget) which entitles them to purchase servicesat the rates charged to KEMA's
internal customers.

Setting rates

success of a company cannot always be expressed in monetary terms. A strictly commercial approach (performance/product + costs
incurred = rate) is difficult.
The rate charged is closely related to the
value placed on products and services. This
valuation may have as its basis:'
- the time invested in the library;
- direct costs incurred;
- time savings for users;
- financial savings for users;
- specific information yields; and
- measures of the scope and quality of the
services provided (e.g. the number of
users).
The value of a library is always closely
related to the quality of its s e ~ i c e s This
.~
quality can be determined by distinguishing
between the quality of the process and the
quality of the p r o d ~ c t . ~

Practice
- calculating productive hours
After deducting leave, public holidays,
sick leave and unproductive hours, we
came to a figureof approximately 1,600
productivehours for each full-time staff
member. 'Productive' heremeans hours
directly available for the provision of
services to the customer.
- calculating the hourly rate
Total costs of housing (a) + overheads (0)
+ staff costs (c) + total productive hours
(h) = rate per hour (rh).

This hourly rate is usedtocost shopactivities.

- calculating rates per product/service
Theory
Rates may be based on three element~:l.2~,~ The costs specific to the shop (sl, s2, s3)
- the cost of service provision;
+ the cost of the time (t) put in by that
shop reveal the total cost picture +by the
- the demand for the particular library
number of producMitemsof service sold
services; and
@) = the rate per serviceJproduct (rJp).
- the rates applied by competitors.
(s + t) t- p = rlp
A combination of the three is also possible.
It is not possible to set rates for all services.
It is hard to say what the basis of the rate
Thus, the basic process of collection is centrally
should be, if it is to be cost- or demand-based,
funded. Handling minor inquiries is treated as
since library services are not easily tangible or
measurable. A library's contribution to the
general customer service,the cost of which has
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Table 1

I

SOP

Tmk

Cost

Income

l-cdlection

aquisition, management,
title dexriptin

staff costs (0,
book purchase (sl)

central funds wdea
(libmry coupons)
book purchase costs
billed to customers

document pnvision,
news bulletins

staff costs (0
copying, NCC (s2)

library coupons

periodical management,
circubt i n

staff costs (0,
subxriptions + binding (s3)

tircula tion subwiptions

3-(irculatian

Library coupons: Libmry coupons are prepaid orders for the provision of documents, sold in blocks of iwenty-f~e
NCC: NCC is the Dutch Centml Catalog
Circulation subscription: Each reader of a periodical counts as a circulat~nsubscription
For calculating costs in a given shop, the fomub used for staff costs is houn put in by the staff (h) times the mte per hour (r/h) plus the specific
costs of the shop (s).
hxr/h=c+s=totdcosts

I
I

For calculating income, the number of item of service sold (p) times the mte per service (r/p).

The two fombe mustyid bmadty the same result, or the mtes need to be 04usted.

As an example, the method used by the Circulation Shop to cakulate the mte for a circulation subscription is set out belw:
-Total cost (s3 + c)
$ 500,000
- Antiu'pted soles (p)
10,000
- 03 + C)+p = $50 for each subscriber per year.
In the Loam Shop, the mte for a nws bulletin is calculated as follows:

- Staff costs W i n and processing) (c)= 4 houa per week =
-

Matetials costs (paper) (cl) = 26 issues, 35 subscriptions,
50 pp @ S 0.03/page =
- wbsuipfon wts (extra periodicals) (c2)
- Unforeseen costs (13)
-Reserve (r)

I

$16,000
$1,365
$2,200
$400

$2,500

The mte ir then:
(c+cI +c2+~3+r)+35=$640
Giien the built-in reserve of $2,500, at least 31 subsciiptions must therefore be sold.
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to be covered by the income from billable ser-

vices. The developmentof new services also has
to be funded from within the operating budget.
The picture which then emerges for the various
shops is shown in Table 1on page 113.

Administrative blling
Theory
There are three methods of bilIing:3.7
- charging back, a mechanism whereby
charges are raised and processed internally by the accounts department;
- chargingoutorbillingout,wherecharges
for particular services are added to the
amount already charged for basic services.
- pay-as-you-go,whereinformationissold
directly to the user, a system which involves considerableadministrativecomplications.
Practice
All facilitativeserviceproviders (serviceunits)
within KEMA faced the same problems. A
system was set up for them, whereby data is
input locally and processed centrally (internal
billing profit center). The system can handle
both subscriptions (charges raised on a monthly
basis) and one-off charges. Customers receive
monthly summaries of the charges billed to
them by the facilitativeservice providers. Other
facilitative service providers charge the library
for services such as maintenance of equipment,
energy, telephone, weekly provision of floral
foyer display, services provided, etc.
Problems
The problem affecting the Collection Shop
was that the cost of maintaining the library's
collection and placing it at the users' disposal
could not be billed to those users. KEMA's
Board therefore decided to provide a central
subsidy to cover these activities (approximately
10%of the library budget).
The Circulation Shophada shock when fewer
circulation subscriptions were sold than had
been anticipated. Four thousand subscriptions
too few meant an operational shortfall of

$200,000 (4,000 x $50). By canceling a number
of duplicate subscriptions and subscriptions to
journals with few KEMA subscribers, the shortfall was reduced to $l8O,OOO,but furthercancellations were not considered reasonable. The
Board subsequently provided a supplementary
subsidy equal to the shortfall. Following an
efficiency study canied out by an external
consultancy,a new tariff system was introduced
on the consultant's advice.
The rate now charged is as follows:
The previous year's subscription cost (i)plus
a$70 handling charge, divided by two, givesthe
annual subscriptioncosts, subject to a minimum
charge of $70 per year.
6 + $70) t 2 = subscription costs
Other units are not obliged to obtain their
subscriptions via the library; however, a unit
will pay at least twice as much if it takes out a
subscription itself. Circulation is now much
better coordinatedwithin the business units. The
amount of work which the library has to do has
consequently been cut, with certain activities
now taking place within the units which receive
the periodicals. Monthly subscription rates are
given in periodical listings, so that the reader is
fully aware of the cost of taking out a subscription. Subscriptionscan be canceled at amonth's
notice, allowance for the associated risk having
been made within the subscription rate.

Cost-consciousness Amongst
Users and Library Staff
Theory
A study of billing in British libraries6 showed
that the use made of services generally dropped
when a billing system was introduced. However, many libraries experienced a recovery of
demand once the billing system had been in use
for a while. Libraries need to be confident that
demand will recover, and to find ways of persuading users that they are getting value for their
money. Another point which became clear was
that many people felt the principle of billing to
be inconsistent with the basic philosophy of the

special libraries

library. User surveys are importantbecause they
not only provide information on customer requirements, but also focus attention on library
services. Prior studies can also be useful for
establishing the extent to which people are prepared to pay for a service. The results of such
studies are, however, of doubtful value, since
there is a difference between consideringa price
reasonable and actually purchasing the service.

Practice
To find out how users felt about the billing
system, a student was set the task of carrying out
a s w e y amongst a representative group of
users. Sixtyeight percent were found to be
aware of the prices charged for each service. A
few did not know the prices of all services.
Fifty percent of users considered the prices
reasonable, 27% expressed no opinion, and
23%considered the prices unreasonable. Most
of those dissatisfied with the prices objected
to the circulation rates. A few felt that the
costs should not adversely affect turnover,
since the library was indispensable. Some
users felt that obtaining and submitting library coupons was irksome and inefficient,
and it was suggested that the costs should be
billed to departments individually. This used
to happen five years ago, but the system was
abandoned and cannot be revived. A few expressed concern about the future of the library,
on the basis that unit managers would cut back
on the use of library services for reasons of
cost. The tendency for some units to involve
themselves in certain tasks traditionally performed by the library also gave rise to concern.
A clear stance on this matter is required from
the Board. Despite some critical remarks, most
respondents were very positive about library
services. Customem are generally satisfiedand

continue to see the library as an important part
of the organization.
The views of library staff were also sought.
They were kept well-informed about developments both inside and outside KEMA. Because of changes to the way KEMA was
funded, the library had to become more costconscious and customers had to be billed for
services. The staff generally approved of the
greater clarity regarding income and expenditures that the billing system provided. They
had adjusted to the new system, though a few
considered it at odds with their role as service
providers. Chasing up library coupons was
perceived as a nuisance and doubts were expressed about the effect which the billing
system would have on quality. The survey
revealed that staff wished to be kept informed
about the library's income, expenditures, and
price amendments via the monthly operating
summary, so that they could decide for themselves whether the library was operating in a
cost-conscious manner and see their efforts
expressed in financial terms.

Conclusions
The KEMA library succeedsin covering its
costs. It is, therefore, fulfilling its task of
'providing commercial services, with a balanced budget.' Furthermore, the library is
adhering to the four important rules which a
library must apply in operating a cost billing
system (response time, reliability, competitiveness, and value). Use has stabilized following an initial decline, and cost billing has
effectively silenced the discussion about the
library's existence. Moreover, KEMA management recently named the library one of its
corporate strategic units.

AJ. te Grotenhuis is Chief Librarian at KEMA in Arnhem SJ. Heijnekamp is a Librarian at
KEMA in Arnhem.
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SGML Documents: A Better System for
Communicating Knowledge
by David Stern
l'empbi de donnbes de base et de
documents bash sur k SGML (Stondord
Genemlizedhiahuplangwgdongage de
marque stondard polyvalent) peuvent
ambliorer les capotitis d'accds et
d'affichage oux M i e n et index par m p
pori d celks des fiche^ et index d k p d
bks d I'heure actuelk par k s donnies de
bases /oaks ou d dktonce. Ces options
owmentent consi&mbkment grdce d lo
nohre stnrchrbe des fichiers en SGM1. Cet
ortide essuiem de dllider quelquesuns
des aspects fiutdamentoux du SGMl et de
parler de leur parge par rapport aux
logidels utiitaies d'outres iypes de d w
ments et de hses de dmnies. Il e m k m
auai d'dentilkr ks dovnanes dont II M m
pcinsuuie k &loppevnentafn de pennettre
d ces sysPmes d'iolion sur les mnasances d'ambtmr h rtxheh des chefbun, I'offidroge et b manipubtion des
danntks m&s en m l m i e 6leclronique
merit 1' a m t sem mb particuli8rement sur
les pedectionnements lventuels de
/'imitation impnmle par b viswlisation actuellement bmitbe de b plupori des revues
blectroniques k s plus wumntes.
El uso de humentos y bases de dotos
basados en elSGMl (lenguoje de Marcodo
Generaluado Estondarl puede proveer una
capacidod mejarada de acceso y visuolhci6n romporado con bs orchivos y los Indices disponibles actualmente en la rnayoiia
de b s bases de datos leaks o remotas.
Estos apchnes han aumentada mudrlsimo
debiia a b nahmleza eshvctvroda de los
orchivos del SGM1. Este ortkub intento
delinear abunas de bs caraderisticnsb6+
cns del SGMl y discute sus implicancms a/
compamrlo con b uiilidad de otros tipos de
dacumentvs y bases de datos. lntenta
ademds identifuar bs dreas que necesiton
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The use of SGML-based (Standard Generalized
Markup Language) documents and databases can
provide enhanced access and display capabilities
when com ared to the files and indexes now
available t rough most local or remote databases.
These options are increased tremendously due to
the structured nature of the SGML files. This
article will attempt to outline some of the basic
features of SGML and discuss their implications
when com ared to the utilities of other document
and data ase types. It will also attempt to
identify the areas needing further development in
order to allow these SGML knowledge information
systems t o improve researchers' searching,
display, and manipulation of electronically stored
data. Particular emphasis will be placed upon
possible enhancements to the currently limited
print display imitation of most current electronic
journals.

1

1

What is SGML?
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language),
also referred to as IS0 8879, is an international markup
standard that provides a basis for identifying both
content and display factors for all types of media. A
standard Document Type Definition (DTD) layout using predetermined fields and conventions has been
created for each media type document (e.g. periodical
article, book chapter, etc.). SGML document records
are machine independent and therefore quite favorable
for search, manipulation, display, and data transfer
operations across networks and platforms.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that standard SGML
records are composed of tagged fields and data. There
is a standard protocol used for arranging hierarchies of
content (title, headers, chapters, etc.) and identifying
alternative data types (images,audio, video, cited references, etc.). These field delimiters allow for complex
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mayor demndlo porn penniti que estos
sisternos SGM1 de comuniwr cmochienb
mepren elprocesu de Mquedo, virwIiz(~ci6n y manejo de dabs almacenndos el&
trdnicamente por parte de 10s
itivesiigadores. Se du especial importoncia
a 10s mejmmkntas posibes a b reprdccidn de h visuakzac16n ekdr6nico de moterial impreso de la mayorla de 10s
peri&dicos, lo ccwl es 6mitoda en lo a c h /
ihd.

searching, sorting, manipulation, analysis, and display.
The primary limitation to this type of information system
is the creativity of the database designers.
Examples of data types include standard hypertext
links (used for accessing online help, definitions, images, and citations); value-added non-displayable data
(such as caption and image descriptions); editor comments; subject hierarchy codes; and post-dissemination
comments and revisions.

Database Structure
The maximum usefulness of a system is ultimately
determined by the quality and accessibility of the individual data elements. To a large extent, database record
formats determine the retrieval power of a system. There
are a variety of record formats that can be used to store

Figure 1

<Title>A Nearly Antiferromagnetic Fermi Liquid Description of Magnetic Scaling and
Spin Gap Behavior -ATitle>
<Authors> P. Monthow and D. Pines<Authors>
<Address>(It>Institutefor Theoretical Physics
University of California, Santa Barbara,
CA 93106
and
Physics Department, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign
1110 West Green Street,
Urbana, IL 61801--3080<Ut><\Address>
<Intro>
<P>
We present a Fermi liquid description of magnetic scaling and spin gap behavior in
strongly correlated electron systems. We show that ... The spin gap is a consequence of
these frequency dependent vertex corrections: it takes on a constant ...properties and the
superconducting transition temperature.<Untro><\P>
<Subcode>PACS numbers: <Eubcode>
<Body>
A unified magnetic phase diagram of the cuprate superconductors has recently been
proposed by Sokol and Pines(1) ...
<\Body>
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data. Someprimarily provide page layout (display) data while otherscontainstructural (content) data that may be used for additional
purposes. This first section is a review of some
of the major information formatters and their
characteristics.

Markup Languages
A markup language should handle data in a
document for both the physical layout of the
data and the content description. One set of
conventions could mark both presentation and
content. Powerful front-end software could be
developed to handle any data stored in this
generic format. The data could be transmitted
over the Internet as packets of related data and
recomposed when received by the client software. In this way, users could easily transfer both
the simple presentation of the data across a variety of hardware platforms and provide for enhanced manipulation of the intellectual content.

Figure 2

<letter>
<sendinfo>
<address> Physics/Astronomy Library
University of Illinois
Champlaign, IL 6180l<hddress>
<\sendinfo>
<recinfo>
creceiver>SpecialLibrariesdreceiven
caddrew 1700 Eighteenth Street,NW
Washington, DC 20009<hddress>
drecinfo>
cdate>29 March 1994<\date>
<content>
csalu>Dear Editor,c\salw

<para'
Please consider the following manuscript ..
C\para>
<\content>
<vale>Sincerely,<\vale>
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Markup languages allow for the tagging of
data elements in a document into logical content sections (such as titles, headers, paragraphs, captions, etc). These elements have
specified characteristics, such as font size,
margins, and spacing. Less time needs to be
spent on composition (e.g. lists of items with
equally spaced and numbered items)and therefore,moretimecanbespenton the author-added
intellectual data (e.g. imbedded added-value
data such as caption descriptions,subject hierarchies, and other searchable, enhanced content factors).
Postscript is a popular markup language
containing many timesaving display conventions. It also allows for the integration of
non-text data. However, Postscript requires
proprietary printer driver software. The sharing of data across platforms is seriously hampered when such requirements are imposed.
The TeX markup language, which is used by
mathematicians and other scientists requiring

Figure 3

Lnagnification=Lnagstep1
bselineskip=24 true pt
kenterline [bf A Nearly Antiferromagnetic Fermi Liquid Description J
kenterline[bf of Magnetic Scaling and Spin Gap Behavior )
\vskip 1.0 cm
\centerline[ P. Monthoux$A\dagger$and D. Pines$"\ddagger$ )
Lnedskip
kenterline [ $Wagger$itUnstitute for Theoretical Physics)
\centerline{\itUniversity of California, Santa Barbara,
CA 93106 J
Lmallskip
\centerline[ and 1
Lmallskip
kenterline {$AUdagger$\itPhysics Department, University of Illinois
at Urbana-ChampaignJ
kenterline [\it 1110 West Green Street,
Urbana, IL 618Ol--308OJ
\vskip 1.0 cm
We present a Femi liquid description of magnetic scaling and spin gap behavior in
strongly correlated electron systems. We show that ... The spin gap is a consequence of
these frequency dependent vertex corrections; it takes on a constant ...
the derived spin-gap behavior for calculations of normal state properties and the
superconducting transition temperature.Vlfilbreak

\noindent PACS numbers:

bnderbar (I. 1ntroduction)Vlfil
A unified magnetic phase diagram of the cuprate superconductors has recently been
proposed by Sokol and Pines$"[(l) J $ (hereafter SP).
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complex equations, charts, and graphs, is no
longer proprietay; however, there are a variety of versions in the publishing world, each
with nonstandard conventions. Conversions,
for example,from standardTEX to RevTeX or
LaTex, can be quite time-intensive and exasperating when one simply desires to display a
preprint manuscript identified via the Internet.
Slight macro differences can create unreadable files. In the following TEX sample document (Figure 3), notice the amount of effort
required to create display parameters.

manipulation of various document types makes
display layout and composition relatively
straightforward. Standard desktop publishers
such as PageMaker are somewhat expensive
and require practice and exploration in order to
create professional output. Each desktop publishing software package has its own internal
commands and therefore the raw database is
not transferable. This emphasis on customized
output markers makes the production of sophisticated printed material possible for nonspecialists, but creates a limiting database in
terms of shared search and retrieval uses.

Text Formatters
These tools provide primarily text reproduction capabilities. They canbe quite easy to use, as
the complex display instructions are handled in
the background. Standard options are
pqmgmmmed,but specialoptionssuchastables,
charts, and special characters require specific
definitions that may be time-intensive to create.
The most common text formatters are word
processors. The more recent WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What You Get) variety have
made manuscript preparation quite painless,
and have therefore transferred the creation of
final documents to the researcher rather than a
secretary or an editor. Unfortunately, there are
a variety of limitations to these basic text
formatters. Many incompatible word processors on the market have nonstandard protocols
for text display that make sharing files cumbersome (although the introduction of Rich
Text Format (RTF) output has made the transfer easier). Even conversions from previous
versions of the same word processors can
create difficulties, especially in the area of
macro definitions. Most also do not handle
non-text data very well. The emphasis on
display often limits the ability to embed
non-displayable remarks and links to other
items which may be helpful for advanced
searching and retrieval.

Desktop Publishers
Desktop publishers allow the integration of
text and graphic images in a simple
cut-and-pasteapproach.The behind-the-scenes
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Complex Search and Retrieval
Analysis, and Display Engines
The following section will discuss the relationship of the data structure to the searching.
retrieval, and manipulation possibilities in an
enhanced information tool.
The development of highly defined data
documents allows for very sophisticated manipulation of entire knowledge information
systems. Added-value data elements such as
descriptive caption data and hierarchical subject linksallow for much more powerful searching of full-text databases. The creation of
formatted and ranked results from within specific data fields (such as tables, charts and
graphs) means researchers can develop new
data products themselves. Over time, a researcher could create new customized "virtual
databases" or "electronic journals" from a
variety of sources. Think of automatic "journals" being delivered to your mailbox each
week based on predetermined search strategies. With the right software, such as Mosaic
or Panorama, a researcher could also receive
integrated media items in this way.
Many current online journals tend to base
their product on word-processedfiles and simply reproduce the original paper format. They
may incorporate bitmapped images to display
non-ASCII text. Some forward-thinking information tools such as the CORE and Current
Clinical Trials in Medicine electronicjournals
are now produced from more powerful basic
formats such as SGML documents. Theresults
are more user-oriented interface options such

as hypertext links to images and other citations, and on-screen connections to logical
portions of the text such as introductions,
methodology, and conclusions. Selective
searching replaces simple browsing in this
enhanced environment.

Making SGML Systems Work
Early experimentshave shown that SGMLbased systems provide enhanced user options.
This next section will explore areas that need
to be explored in order to fully implement this
approach.
Challenges to implementing SGML-type
sophisticated data manipulation and display
systems include:
a lack of standardized knowledge information systems and databases;
a lack of access to useful advanced search/
manipulation software (what is available is
not user-friendly and easily networked);
limiting Intemet network transmission capabilities; and
- copyright restrictions.

-

Creation of SGML-based Knowledge
Information Systems and Databases
Conversion routines for previously generated documents in other formats, and author
interfaces for original documentcreation,need
to be enhanced and dismbuted for wide acceptance of the SGML standard to occur. There
are currently many publisher and research
groups working on the development of
SGML-based databases. Among the most advanced groups are the American Physical Society and the American MathematicalSociety,
which have developed online journals available via the Intemet from SGML archives.
Other example systems would include the
Perseus Greek history CD-ROM project, the
CORE online chemistry journal project located at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY, and
the WORM database developed by Bruce
Schatz, now at the University of Illinois in
Urbana-Champaign, IL.

The migration to SGML documents involves
changes in routines and thought processes.
Any change in paradigm involves the discomfort associated with attempting to understand
and accept new methods and ideas. A primary
responsibility of learned/professional societies, educational institutions, and corporations
is to counteract this resistance--to promote
new opportunities through education,encouragement, and requirements (when necessary).
All organizations would benefit greatly by
convincingauthors to provideenhanced manuscript data. Once the members are well along
the learning curve, they will undoubtedly see
the long-term benefits of their new actions. A
possible scenario could be a future in which
third party indexers (such as IEE, which produces the INSPEC database) may be replaced,
and their profits may be redirected, depending
upon the degree of standardization required
when authors and in-house editorial staff assign subject codes and keywords.

Enhanced Search/Manipulation Software
Significant improvements need to be made
in natural language searching with GUI interfaces, in forms-based search screens, and in
the refinement of query statements using
post-search relevancy analysis. Mead's
FREESTYLE and Dialog's TARGET are examples of natural language interfaces. The
North Carolina State University library (URL
"http://ncsulib4.lib.ncsu.edu/drabib/
niso-forms") has an example of a forms-based
system. The ability to manipulate search results (be they text, image, or integrated media)
will become standard in the future. A standard
interface for discipline-wide resources is
needed so users will not have to learn multiple
interfaces for the various products that are
currently being developed (such as TIJLIP,
CORE, Right Pages, OCLC's Guidon system,
etc.). The competing and confusing situation
in CD-ROM interfaces cannot be allowed to
continue. A scalable navigational system must
be developed; the journal image approach is
not feasible on the interdisciplinary scale.

Display Software
Networked display software needs to be
enhanced to handle a wider variety of data
types with better resolution than currently available. Mosaic and Netscape on1y handle HTML
(a less sophisticated SGML format) and still
have problems with decompression of certain
items. The quality of screen images will have
to rival that of print sources before users can
seriously rely on the Internet for primary data
transmission. The current state-of-the-art in
electronicjournals can be seen by accessing a
sample online journal at URL "http:/l
muse.mse.jhu.edu/journal.1st.htm1".
Panorama
is an example of an enhanced display tool that
handles SGML directly.

Data Compression
The efficient transfer of large numbers of
data packets across the Internet requires much
beuer compression techniques than what is
available today; especially for bitmapped images and color video.

Network Capabilities
The bandwidth (carrying capacity) of the
Internet needs to be upgraded to all nodes in
order to avoid bottlenecks at gateways. There
is already a noticeable slowdown in Internet
transmission speed with the increased use of
WWW browser software.

Copyright Considerations
The exclusivity and proprietary nature of
copyrighted material, even with current fair
use exemptions, seems to directly conflict, in
some cases, with the cooperative distribution
techniques afforded by the networked environment discussed in this article. Changes in
the interpretation of laws and regulations,

changes in the pricing schemes for access to
data documents, and/or migration away from
commercial distributors may be necessary in
order to guarantee access to material intended
for educational purposes.

Future Implications
With the development and spread of true
informatiot&nowledgetransfer systemsas described above, very little preparation time will
be necessary for the display and transfer of
data, thereby significantlylessening the present
journal production lag-timeand reducing costs
while providing an enhancedproduct.Undoubtedly, there will be new challenges to face. As
collaborated databases are created by researchers, librarians,and users,there will be a need for
interface standards, although there will always
be a need for subject-specificcustomization of
products.
The ability to attach laterrevisionsand reader
comments to an original document introduces
new archiving and security concerns (beyond
the static peer review scenario) to this dynamic
medium. Also, the creation of multiple database clearinghouses and gateways between
document delivery serviceswill certainly bring
the copyright issue to the forefront.
The large-scale adoption of the SGML standard for information storage and delivery will
certainly result in better access for users. More
specific and enhanced retrieval, more standardization, lower cost, and quicker distribution are some of the benefits to be gained. It is
time to move from full-text displayable databases to added-value enhanced knowledge
information systems. Librarians can be involved in the collaboration process through
active participation or excluded from the creation of these new information tools through
passive resistance. It is up to our profession t
recognize and act at this early stage of the
paradigm shift.

The figures in this article are reprinted (abstracted) with permission from Phys Rev B:
Condensed Matter50(21); 16015-16022(Dec.1994),P. MonthouxandD. Pines. Copyright 1994
The American Physical Society.
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Special Librarians: The Origins of Power
and the Susceptibilities to ~owerlessness
by Ahon I. Head and Willam Fisher
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Special librarians largely derive organizational
power from their expertise at accessing and
organizing critical information. Due to the nature of
the positions they fill, however, special librarkns
are highly susceptible to organizational
powerlessness. This is because the nature of work
that librarians perform is often adjunct to the
primary day-to-da tasks of the organization;
contributions are di ficult to measure; expertise is
often underutilized; reporting relationships are far
from managerial elite; and staff sizes are small
Library managers can counter powerlessness
through awareness, planning, and orchestrated
management strategies designed to enhance
power.

I

"Power is America's last dirty word. It is easier to
talk about money-and much easier to talk about
sex--than it is to talk about power."
-Rosabeth Kanter
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Power may be the most misunderstood concept in
management theory. Uniquely, individuals bring their
strongest connotations to definitions of organizational
power. From a jaundiced view, power is a manipulative
force that is commonly misused by its possessors. Yet
within a larger organizational context, power is what
most managers-whether they openly admit it or notwant moreof because power is highly correlated with the
ability to accomplish. When it is used productively,
power influences, motivates, leads, and effects change.
It is the grand enabler that gives managers the resources
and supplies that are needed to obtain objectives and
reach goals. In short, power is the lifeblood of any
manager's organizational existence.
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Yet managers are not the only ones concerned with their stockpiles of power. Workers, too,often hope that their bosses will possess
ample power that is put to productive use and
that extends beyond departmental walls.2 To
staff members, managerial power means a
likelihood that their bosses will share and
delegate tasks, reward talent, and engage in
team b~ilding.~
In effect, bosses with "clout"
inadvertently enhance workers' senses of selfesteem and status, too.
By contrast, in organizations where managers are without power, they, along with their
workers, typically lack cooperation from the
rest of the organization and suffer in isolation.
Lines of supply, support, and information,
which are necessary in making objectivesdeftly
executed, are keenly severed. In many cases.
powerless managers retreat from the organization and focus their energies inward on their
staff. In the worst-casescenario,some managers grasp the last shreds of power and use it
negatively to coercively rule a shrinking
fiefdom. When negative power is exercised,
staff cooperation rapidly diminishes.
Power, most basically, is described as "the
capacity to affect the behavior of other^."^
Yet power is derived from somewhere in an
organization and so it follows that some managers have more power than others. The origins of power are often linked with individuals
and the leadership behaviors they exhibit.
However, research typified by Rosabeth Kanter
looks at whether power is directly related to
the kind of positions some managers occupy in
an organization.In other words, does the position, not the person, determine whether a manager has power?5
The profession of special librarianship is far
from being unaffected by the complexities of
organizational power. With shrinking budgets
and heightened competition for increasingly
scarce resources, special librarians,more than
ever, have soughtways to understand thecomplexities of organizational power. Discussion
about the origins of power are particularly
relevant as desires for obtaining power and
methods for managing its acquisitions have
increased.

In this paper, we begin by describing power
and its sources.Next, we apply Kanter's theory
and explore whether special librarians may be
susceptible to falling into pockets of powerlessness by the nature of the work they perform
and the positions they hold. Then we analyze
recent SLA survey data as a measure of organizational power. Finally, we describe tools
special librarians may use to increase their
organizational power base.

Origins of Power
The debate over where power comesfrom is
far from being new. As early as 1532,
Machiavelli wrote about how to attain and
hold onto individual power and about related
"strategic, local, and practical concerns.'%
Some years later. Hobbes focused on sovereign power or a kind of established authority
over subjects? Although they wrote their treatises over one hundred years apart, the authors' viewpointslargely definethe commonly
held dualist framework. One view is of power
that generates change among individuals (behavioral) while the other view is of power that
is over a particular group in a structural arrangement (structural)?
Social scientists in the 1960s merged these
basic tenets and defined power as being highly
correlated with fixed attributes of position
and/or personal traits?This school of thought,
still put forth in most management texts, holds
that while power is related to one's position in
the organization,it is not totally dependent on
position. Originally, five categories of power
were defined so that individuals could possibly have power by virtue of just one category
or by virtue of all five categories, or by virtue
of some combination. A sixth category of
power, which is generally accepted, was added
some time later.I0The six categories of power
appear in Table 1 on page 127.
Using Table 1 as a guide to measure sources
of power, special librarians tend to have little
reward or coercive power because the special
library is usually so small that there are few
opportunities to use these categories beyond
their departmental walls. Referent power is
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also underutilized by special librarians, because being associated with the special library,
in most organizations, is not highly sought
after and most special librarians are not perceived as "charismatic." Some special librarians do have legitimate power stemming from
their actual position within the managerial
hierarchy. But overall, if special librarians
tend to derive their power from anywhere at
all, power usually stems from their expertise at
accessing and organizing critical information.
More recent research about the origins of
power can be split into three major perspectives: 1) processual, 2) institutional, and 3)
organizational.ll Processual power, like Machiavellian thought, considers that organizational power is contingent on coalitions that
are developed and nurtured through time and
the power strategies that are put into play.
Quite differently, institutional power views

managerial power as mandated authority that
is based in external social structures in which
organizations are embedded including class,
gender, and occupations. The final viewpoint
of power, organizational power, sees managerial power as rooted in internal, hierarchical
mechanisms such as prevailing ruling interests, dominant groups, and selection or closures to the path of the managerial elite. Some
authors consider these perspectives mutually
exclusive while others argue that the perspectives are closely interrelated.12
Kanter's discussion of power is multifaceted. At times, she takes a structural point of
view of power. This approach is like the ideas
put forth by the organizational view of power
or Raven's and French's earlier description of
legitimate power in organizations. Kanter argues that power is derived from legitimate
position but that there are various positions

Table 1

II

Reward power

A person has power based upon the ability to control and to grant rewards (i.e.
raises and tmining progmms). The greater the control over valued rewards, the
greater the power.

Coercive power

A person has power based upon the ability to invoke sanctions (i.e. demotions or
suspensions). The greater the freedom to punish others,
power.

the greater the coert~e

Legitimate power

A person has power based on the belief that the person has h e 'right' to
supervise them. This kind of power is almost always associated with position and
usually stems from the managerial hiemrchy.

Referent power

A person has power based upon othea' desire to be identiid with that person.
Often referred to as 'chaiimatic' power, referent power results from being
admired and personally idenfiid with.

Expert power

A person has power based on expertise and/or skills that have organizational
value. Managerial expertise is often crucial to subordinates' sutcea; therefore it is
hiihb valued.

I

Information power
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A person has power based on access to and control of informofin that is cruciol to
the functbning d the organ'uotion and future plans.

that inhibit the acquisition and exercise of
certainkinds of power, no matter how adept an
individual is. Her argument supports that there
are dominant groups that exist in organizations that perpetuate career selection and opening and closure to pathways of managerial
power bases.
At other times, Kanter'sdiscussionofpower
alsoreflectselementsofthe institutional power
perspective viewpoint. She argues that the
external issues of gender, particularly for
women, gives rise to special power failure
among women managers.

Special Librarianship:

A Position of Powerlessness?
Special l i b d n s largely derive organizational power from their expertiseat processing
information. Management thought, in general,
holds that expert power is regarded as one of
the most potent sources of power. However,
for special librarians, the expertise that gives
rise to their power may combine with the
positions they hold to cause levels of powerlessness.
Kanter focuses on how first-line supervisors, staff professionals, and top executives
are susceptible to the condition of powerlessness in organizations. Included in her discussion is a section that specifically addresses the
issueofpowerfailureasexperiencedby women
managers. Kanter's comments and insights
into the powerlessness of staff professionals in
general, and in women managers in particular,
are highly correlated with the conditions facing many special librarians.

Staff Professionals
One of the three groups profiled by Kanter is
staff professionals and she highlights some of
the factors this group faces that lead to organizational powerlessness. Kanter characterizes
staff professionals as "useful adjuncts to the
primary tasks of the organization but inessential inaday-to-dayoperating sense."13Largely
due to this work characteristic, staff professionalsmake contributions to the organization
that are difficult to measure which, in turn,

leads to a lack of visibility and recognition by
other organizational members. Similarly, special librariansprovide information services as
an occupationalgoal, and since few practiced
mechanisms exist for measuring this kind of
input, librarians (unlessthey make it a priority
and develop some measures) rarely get the
recognition that might heighten their profiles
throughout the organization.
Kanter argues that staff professionals are
hired based on some specialized experience
and/or training. Yet their expertise is often an
isolating factor furthering their powerlessness.
General management skills are left undeveloped which results in rather short career ladders.Like staffprofessionals,special librarians
often bring a set of skills to their job that
include organizing schemes, rules, and tools.
Although these tools are intended to increase
access, the tools can be rigid and inhibit access
and cooperation from some users. Special librarians may be left with their tools and set of
organizing principles and rules while individuals in the organization work around them. Finally, when the situation calls for non-routine
work, such as high-risk projects or complex
problem solving,managementis likely to bring
in outside consultants (or an advanced software
package, in some cases) to fulfill the task.
Special librarians may experience this kind
of isolation with the mass introduction of an
automation system. An outside vendor may
become largely responsible for installation
and implementation or in many cases, the
parent organization's internal information technology systems department may be brought in
to automate the library's operation. Success
for the implementation is often attributed to
the systems department or the vendor. For the
library, whether implementation is successful
or not, staff ends up spending a considerable
amount of time working with systems staff and
subsequentlyfalls behind in their own work. As
a result, the integrity of their operation suffers.
Overall, the conditions discussed in this
section are factors that exacerbate levels of
powerlessness for managers who are staff professionals or as we have described, special
librarians.The factors of powerlessnessamong
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staff professionals that Kanter describesand the
factors we suggest for special librarians are
reviewed and compared in Table 2 below.
Special librarians, whose work is characterized by factors described in Table 2, tend to
have a dearth of bargaining power because
they have no favors to exchange. They are
usually uninvolved and overlooked as candidates for innovative programs so there is little

opportunity for growth for themselves or for
their workers. They tend to be cut off from
lines of supply, support, and information.
Kanter suggests that these conditionslead staff
professionals to become ". . . turf-minded.
They create islands within the organizations.
They set themselves up as the only ones who
can control professional standards and judge
their own work."14

Table 2

Staff Professionals

Special Librarians

1

1. Win behind the scenes

Frequently

Very frequently

I

2. Useful in primary tasks and not in day-to-day

Sometimes

Frequently

3. Bring a special and unique expertise to the pb

Sometimes

Very frequently

4. Must sell programs and bargain for scarce
resources

Sometimes

Sometimes

5. Short cnreer ladder within an organization;

Frequently

Very frequently

Frequently

Very frequently

7. Have tendency to become turfminded

Sometimes

Sometimes, if not
frequently

8. Excluded from risk-taking action and innovation

Sometimes, if not
frequently

Frequently

9. Work formed out

Sometimes

Sometimes

opemtions; adjunct function

limited pbs they con perform in organhation

6. Contribution to the organization is d i i u l t to
measure

This is a graphic adaptation of Kanter's findings about staff professionals combined with
similarities the authors of this article find in special librarian positions. This chart is for
descriptive purposes and reflects the authors' viewpoints about special librarians.
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Women and Powerlessness
Most authors agree that power is still very
much contingent on organizational position
because that position provides or denies the
incumbent direct access to certain resources
(like information) that increases one's power.
Position and the organizational cultureof hierarchy also allow an individual to behave in a
powerful manner regardlessof gender.15When
women do obtain positions that confer at least
legitimate power to them, there is little differencebetween female and male managers when
dealing with subordinates.16
Yettheregularityin which womenareplaced
in positions of power compared to their male
counterpartsis widely disproportionate.Kanter
presents three reasons why women tend to fill
positions of powerlessness. First, women tend
to be first-line supervisors or staff professionals, so that they are initially placed in positions
of powerlessness with few opportunities to
exert influence.
Second, even if a female manager is in a
position of potential power, this potential is
often eroded because the woman may be typically "overprotected by her male supervisor.
If one way to amass corporate power is by
completing "high-profile, high-risk projects
and by compiling an account of "corporate
assets," many women managers remain outside the inner realm and are assigned "safe,
low risk projects. And even if they are highly
successful with these kinds of functions, female managers rarely receive the same recognition as their male counterparts who may be
less successful but in higher profile assignments. Lastly,Kanter notes, even when women
are able to achieve some stock of organizational power, they are still seen as someone
else's prot6gk rather than as someone with
personal clout who can empower both subordinates and peers alike through their association with her.
In general, organizational power is crucial
to special library managers because it affects
motivation. Special librarians without power
tend to be caught up in a cycle of menial tasks
that are viewed by other departments as unimportant to the operation of an organization.

Powerless special librarians are regularly cast
aside to the bottom of the organization where
their work becomes unrecognized,their chance
at developing coalitions is nil, and their own
self-esteem is minimized. Overall, powerlessness can breed psychological distress, discontent, loss of productivity and in some cases,
even sabotage.17

SLA Data as a Measure of Power
While there are notable examples of special
librarians who have amassed organizational
power, they are unfortunately still the exceptions rather than the rule. Too many special
librarians work in situationssimilar to the staff
professional described by Kanter. Select data
from two studies by the Special Libraries Association largely support this last contention.
In 1989, a small SLA study set out "to
portray the library/information center function, in all its variations, within major United
States and Canadian corporate headquarte~~."~
Eighty questionnaireswere mailed to participants chosen from sales ranking charts in
Forbes 500 Annual Directory and Financial
Post 500. Thirty-twoU.S. and eight Canadian
usable questionnaires were returned, for a response rate of 40%. The sample represented
libraries and information centers in 39 different corporations. Data was collected from 37
respondents in one question about special librarians' immediate supervisor andin turn, the
reporting relationship of that supervisor.
Reporting relationships are applied here as a
measure of how central to the "power core" a
department and its manager are. Kanter would
further argue that the closer in proximity to the
power elite managers are, the more likely they
are to have access to resources. In this study,
only 15, or less than half of the sample, have
reporting relationships that would appear to
keep them in the mainstream of the
organization's activities. This limited group
has access to the chief executive officer or
other senior administrators whose positions
appear to be central to the main "line of business" of the organization. The remaining 22,
or nearly two-thirds of the special librarians in
the sample, have reporting relationships that
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are usually associated with overheadexpenses,
other corporate services,or facilities management. This reporting relationship puts nearly
two-thirds of the speciallibrary mangers in the
kind of staff position that leads to the kind of
powerlessness described by Kanter.
Further data about the sue of staff supervised in special libraries is provided by a
recent salary survey of SLA members in the
U.S. and Canada.19Staff sue is highly correlated with a manager's power in three major
ways. First, staff size is powerful not only in
head count alone, but also with regard to the
space needed for a large staff to work. The
more staff a manager supervises, the more that
individual is viewed as amanager by therest of
the organization and the greater probability
that management training and leadership development will be provided.
Second, a manager with a small staff that is
barely adequate to maintain current workload
is unlikely to take on special projects that might
bring more visibility and credibility. Third, a
small staff is harder to bring up through the
tend to arise.
ranks because fewer opport~nitie~
When staff does not move on to other positionsof
responsibility within an organkation, an effective manager's reputation and the loyalty the staff
member might have toward the managers does
not move beyond the department.
Of the 10,439questionnaires mailed to SLA
members in the U.S. and Canada in 1992.45%
or 4.649 of the respondents returned usable
responses. Usable data from 3,954 respondents collected about staff supervision shows
that special libraries, in general, tend to be
small shops with four employees or less.
Nearly 80% of the Canadian sample supervise four employees or fewer and of that
subset, nearly half of the respondents supervise eitherjust one employee or supervise no
one. In the United States, the trend is similar.
Seventy-six percent supervise four employees or fewer and of that subset, half of the
respondents supervise either one or none.
The results of the survey question appear in
Table 3 on page 132.
The SLA data from both studies offers descriptive findings about library and information center managers and proximities for
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measuringpower. The data is limited and is by
no means intended to be conclusive. Yet the
findings indicate a trend among special librarians to fill positions susceptibleto powerlessness. Further research with additional measures
about special librarians and their proximity to
power in organizations needs to be developed
and carried out.

Overcoming Powerlessness
Special librarians have a susceptibility to
powerlessness in organizations based on the
positions they fill. Contributingfactorstopowerlessness include the nature of special library
work, which is often adjunct to the primary
day-to-day tasks; a service orientation where
contributionsaredifficult to measure; and a set
of unique tools and expertise that is often
unrecognized and underutilized beyond the
library. The previous section further suggests
that special librarians, their reporting relationships, and the number of staff they supervise
also affect power bases. When these factors
come into full play in special libraries, resources become restricted, the goals of the
department are difficultto meet or even attain,
and isolation tends to increase.
Although pockets of powerlessness exist for
special librarians in most organizations, the
situation is not entirely hopeless. Library managers can counter the factors of powerlessness
through awareness,planning, and orchestrated
management strategies which make use of
tools and actions that enhance power.
Special librarianshying to widen their power
bases need to explore the foundation of their
operation. This can begin by defining a library
mission.20Writing a mission statement is an
often undervalued identifying exercise that
can unify staff and communicate purpose and
direction beyond departmental walls. A mission statement can reshape image for those
insideand outside the library because the document defines the uniqueness of services and
the way in which they are provided. Mission
statements give direction to library staff by
providing a template on which current and
future actions may be based, and can also
shrewdly alert special library patrons about

the scope of possible services. The communication of these services often extends beyond
what patrons commonly think a special library
does to serve them.
Special librarians seeking to enhance their
organizational power must also assess potential power bases that are expandable. One
opportunity for increasing their expert and/or
information power is a growing role in information technology (IT). In many organizations, special librarians are early adopters of
information technologies.With the implementation of more automation projects throughout
the organization,librarianshave fertileground
for cultivating power if they develop their expertise of what resources are needed, how systems work, and what training new users require.
In general,most computingoccupations have
underdeveloped power because of the staff's
heavy technical and maintenance tasks. Yet

there isagrowing link between technical skills
and the expanding area of networking and user
support. Organizations increasingly require
someonewho is able to merge technical expertise with general organizational management,
decision-making, and in turn, corporate
power.21This role as liaison between technology and users is certainly not a new one for
special librarians and is an opportunity for
increasing organizational power.
Involvement with high-risk innovative
projects is another pathway to power. Most
innovative development at organizations occurs in teams compiled by higher management.
Executives advocate teamwork because teams
require both individual and mutual accountability which results in higher productivity
and greater perf~rmance.~~
Special librarians
are desirable inter-company candidates for
teams because of their research expertise,

Table 3

Canadian

Percent

US.

Percenl

None

104

26.8%

1,148

32.1%

One

84

21.6%

622

17.4%

Two

53

13.6%

430

12.0%

Three

34

8.7%

267

7.4%

Four

33

8.5%

239

6.7%

More than four

80

20.8%

860

24.4%

Totals:

388

1 OG??

3,566

100%

Employees

Su~etvised

n = 3,954
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their ability to access, organize, and filter information; and their understandingof informationseekingbehavior. Yet theseskills must be widely
communicated to potential team members before librarians will be considered for teams.

Conclusion
In a recent article, Kanter argues that the
source of structural power sources show signs
of erosion.= Within the new organization,hierarchies continue to flatten, resources are combined and shared between departments, the use
of crossdepartmental teams is on the rise, and
subsequently, the distinction between managers and non-managers has begun to blur and the
ability of managers to command has diminShe advises that managers will have to
i~hed.~"
restock their "motivational toolbox" by helping
workers see the value of their work, by allowing
workers to have agenda control on projects, and
by increasing training opportunities.

Regardless of what the new organization
holds, there will always be a level of powerlessness linked to individuals in organizations because resources and the lines of supply
to them are finite. The only way to overcome
this kind of structural powerlessness, one
author suggests, is "by acting assertively and
aggressively to gain the information, resources, and support that are needed to reposition themselves in the cycle of power. No
one gives away power; one has to create it."25
In particular, the need is imperative for
special library managers to take stock, develop, and communicate their department's
strength to the rest of the organization. Power
may be enhanced through stronger communication of resources that the library has to offer
and through expanding individual bases of
expert power. The first step to overcoming
powerlessness, however, may be in recognizing its existence.

Special thanks to the Poynter Institute for Media Studies and Library Director and faculty
member Nora Paul. The ideas underlying this paper were first presented by Alison Head when
she was Visiting Faculty for the Poynter Seminar, "News Libraries: Managementfor the Year
2000," in St. Petersburg, FL, March 6-10,1994.

Alison J. Head is the Editorial Library Director at The Press Demorrat, a New York Times
Regional Newspaper in Santa Rosa, CA. She is also a consultant on library automation and news
research for the New York Times Regional Newspaper Group and an Adjunct Assistant Professor
at San Jose State University's School of Library and lnformation Science. William Fisher is a
Professor and the Associate Director of San Jose State University's School of Library and
lnformation Science ond Chapter Cabinet Chair of SLA's Board of Directors.
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The Magnitude of Conference Proceedings
Published in Physics Journals
by Robert S. Allen
This study measures the magnitude of occurrence
of conference proceedin s published as parts of
physics journals. Pro lems associated w i t h
publishing conference roceedings in journals are
discussed. The journa collection of the Purdue
University Physics Library was used as a sample
representative of physics journals that are
commonly held by research libraries. Two separate
time intervals were used in this study. One interval
covered journals from 1986-1 990, while another
interval covered 1990 only. The study measured
the percenta e of titles containing conference
proceedings or the 1986-1990 interval. The
percentage of pages devoted to conference
proceedings for titles containing conference
proceedings was determined for the 1986-1 990
interval The percentage of pages devoted to the
entire population of physics journal literature is
measured for 1990. The extent to which major
publishers of physics literature include conference
proceedin s is also shown for each publisher.
Reasons or and against publishing conference
proceedings in 'ournals are discussed. Potential
directions for uture publication of conference
proceedings are discussed.
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Introduction
Purchasing conference proceedings that reflect the
interests of library users can be a problem. The literature
of physics contains a large number of published conference proceedings. These proceedings generally are published as monographs or as parts of journals; some are
published as both. There are some problems associated
with conference proceedings published as parts of journals.' First, conference proceedings published in journals may sometimes tend to be more expensive than
those published as monographs. Second, the process of
peer review might be less stringent for journal papers
C o ~ i ~o
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resulting from conference proceedings than for other
papers in the same journal. Many authors present preliminary research findings in papers at conferenceswith
the intention of later publishing the final research results
in a peer reviewed journal. This is also true of "letters"
type journals, but the publication cycle is much quicker
for papers in these special journals. Third, there is often
a considerable interval between the time a conferenceis
held and the time at which the proceedings are published.
Conference proceedings are a very important part of
physics literature. The significant portion of both the
journal and monographic literature composed of conference proceedings is testimony to this. The invited papers
presented at conferences are often very important to the
field.' The problem facing collection development librarians is which conference proceedings to purchase
with the limited funds they have available. Librarians
must choose from a very large number of available
conference proceedings those which best fit into their
collection development initiatives. This problem is further complicated by their need to purchase other monographs with the same funds. When conference
proceedings are published as parts of journals, the librarian is prevented from choosing those which best reflect
the subject interests of library clientele and is forced to
purchase those that are in the journal.
The purpose of this study is to measure the magnitude
of the physics journal literature that is composed of
conference proceedings. It is hoped that these findings
will be of interest to librarians, authors of scientific
articles, and publishers of scientific literature.

The Nature of
Conference Derived Literature
The role of conference attendance in the information
gathering of physicists has been di~cussed.~Conference
attendance is usually beneficial as a means of formal oral
communication through the papers which are presented.
These papers are usually intended to report on research
in progress or review broad subdisciplines of physics.
This makes the intellectual content of a conference
proceedings publication similar to a "letters" type journal or a "review" type journal. Many authors present
papers at conferences with the intention of publishing
them in final form in a peer reviewed journal. Papers
presented at conferences, however, are often put together hastily and not refereed in the usual sense.3P
One of the guiding principles concerning publication
of conference proceedings is that publication should

occur quickly, so that the material presented is
still of interest to researchers. Perhaps for this
reason, papers presented at conferences do not
usually undergo an extensive refereeing process prior to presentation. Some issues of
journals that contain conference proceedings
do indicate that a refereeing process was employed prior to publication, while many of
these issues indicate that only the invited papers are published and do not mention a refereeing process. Someissues contain both invited
and contributed papers. Though the extent of
the refereeing process varies for physics journals that publish conference proceedings, it
seems that less attention might be paid to the
refereeing of papers from conference proceedings as compared to papers from "regular"
contributi on^.^'

Study Methodology
Thejournal collection of the Purdue University Physics Library was used as a population
representative of physics journal literature.
Purdue University is a Land Grant University
and the library is a member of the Association
of Research Libraries. The Purdue University

Library System has a history of maintaining a
strong journal collection in the sciences and
engineering. It is assumed that the Purdue
University Physics Library's journal collection is fairly typical of other similar institutions, though its collection might be weaker in
astronomy and plasma physics than some. The
sampling method for this study was designed
to answer the following two questions. First,
what portion of physics journal literature is
composed of conference proceedings? Second, what portion of the journals that contain
conference proceedings are made up of conference proceedings?
The first part of the sample examination
involved quickly scanning each title in the
collection through the years 1986-1990. This
phase told which joumals published conference proceedingsandwhich did not. A five-year
period was used because mostjournals publish
conferenceproceedings irregularly, with some
years having no conference proceedings included. Care was taken to note title changes or
incomplete holdings. If any title changed during the five-year period and the new title was
present in the collection, both old and new
titles were combined into one for the data

--
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examination. If any one title split into multiple
titles during the five-year period, both the
original and the split titles were combined into
one for the data examination. Titles without
complete holdings due to cancellation, cessation, or new acquisition were not included in
the study. Titles with contents not in English
were also excluded. The total number of titles
examined was 222. The publisher for each title
was noted. If a conference proceeding was
found in a title in that range of years, that title
was recorded. This phase of the study yielded
a measure of the ratio of titles that contained
conference proceedings to titles that did not.
The definition for conference proceedings
used in this study is restricted to groups of
entire papers presented at conferences, workshops, summer schools, symposia, or other
similar gatherings. Abstracts of papers or programs of meetings were excluded. The most
prominent indicator that a journal issue is a
conference proceeding is a statement to that
effect either on the cover of the issue or as a
foreword or statement from the issue's editor.
A portion of a journal containing a conference
proceeding is often much thicker than other
portions of the journal.

When it was determined which titles contained conferenceproceahngs, thesample was
stratified to concentrate on these specific titles
in greater detail. For the titles that contained
conference proceedings, the total number of
pages per title for the years 1986-1990 was
recorded, as was the total number of pages
devoted to conference proceedings per title.
This phase of the study yielded a measure of
the ratio of conference proceedings pages to
the non-conferenceproceedings pages for these
selected titles.
A third phase of the study was designed to
measure the portion of the entire population of
physics journal literature that was composed
of conference proceedings in 1990. English
language titles for which complete holdings
were present during the year 1990 were examined. The total number of titles examined in
this portion of the study was 261. It must be
noted that there is a higher number of titles
included in this portion of the study than in the
1986-1990 portion because there were fewer
instances of incomplete holdings for one year
versus five years, and because titles that split
during the five-year period were considered
separately in the 1990 sample. The total num-

Figure B
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FIGURE B. Percent of Pages Composed of
Conference Proceedings for Titles that Contained
Conference Proceedings 1986-1990
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ber of pages and the total number of pages
devoted to conferenceproceedings were noted
for all titles. This allowed the percentage of
pages devoted to conference proceedings
within the total population of physics journal
literature to be calculated. It is hoped that the
percentage would not change greatly from
year to year, so that the data can provide a
rough estimate of this factor for other years.

Study Results
Figure A on page 138 shows the percentage
of titles for the 1986-1990 sample that contained conference proceedings. As the figure
indicates, 32% of the titles in the study contained some conference proceedings. Clearly,
this practice is not isolated in a few journals.
The number of titles containing conference
proceedings in a singlegiven year is somewhat
less due to the irregular nature in which some
journals publish conferenceproceedings.Only
21 % of the titles contained conference proceedings in the 1990 sample alone. Figure B
on page 139 shows the percentage of pages
composed of conference proceedings for the

titles that contained them. It is apparent that a
large portion of the content of thesejournals is
composed of conference proceedings.
Figure C, below, shows the percentage of all
journal pages published in the 1990 sample
that are made up of conference proceedings.
As the figure shows, 9.5%of all pages within
the sample is composed of conference proceedings. This is a substantial portion of the
journal literature in the Purdue University
Physics Library. If the assumption can be
made that the joumals held by the Purdue
UniversityPhysics Library are fairly typical of
a university library physics journal collection,
then this percentage figure can be applied
generally to other libraries' collectionsof physics journals for 1990.
Figure D on page 141 shows the number of
titles containing conference proceedings versus the total number of titles for major publishers in the 1986-1990 sample. Note that only
the publishers of six or more titles are included
in this figure. Some publishers had only one
title included in the study and even though this
title may have included conference proceedings, it was not included in the figure. The

Figure C
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intent of the figure is to demonstrate the extent
of this publication practice by major publishers of physics journals.

Discussion
As this study shows, the physics journal
literature contains a large number of
conference-derived papers. Though this study
does not measure the quality of this portion of
the journal literature, the difference in refereeing and intent of conference material mentioned previously might indicate that these
papers could be of lesser quality--quality being loosely defined as a sought after paper that
remains sought for a long time-than
non-conference papers.

Using the 1990data as an example, 9.5% of
pages published in the journals sampled are
from conference proceedings. Some very expensive titles include conferenceproceedings,
and the potential exists for some conference
proceedings published in journals to be more
expensive than thosepublishedasmonographs.
Whether the portion of these journals devoted
to conferenceproceedings is of lesser quality
than other portions of the journal remains to be
seen. It can be said that 9.5% of the pages that
were purchased with serials fundsin thePurdue
University Physics Library in 1990could have
been chosen more selectively had those conference proceedings been published as monographs rather than as parts of journals. As the
author browsed through the conference pro-
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FIGURE D. Publishing Characteristics for
Major Physics Journal Publishers, 1986-1990
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ceedingspublished aspartsof journals, he noted
that many of them would not have been purchased if they were marketed as monographs.
Though the percent of pages devoted to
conference proceedings in the 1990 sample is
9.5%, the actual percent of a library's acquisitions budget taken by conference proceedings
published in journals might be higher. This is
due to the occurrence of many of these proceedings pages in very expensive journals.
Given the constrictionscurrently being placed
on library serials budgets, this is a significant
percentage of total serials cost. Many library
administrators lament the migration of materials funds from monographsto serialsdueto the
high inflation of serials costs.
When examining the available monographic
titles for potential acquisition, a large percentage were found to be conference proceedings.
Given the restrictions of the acquisitions budgets for monographs in most libraries, many of
the available conference proceedings are not
acquired for reasons of obsolescence,expense,
obscurity,orincompatibility with the collection
development goals of the library. Conference
proceedings published as monographs offer
this freedom of choice, while conference proceedings published as parts of journals do not
offerthis freedom, and consequently diminish a
librarian's ability to develop a collection to meet
the interests of library users. If funds are being
moved from monographs to serials, then the
freedomto chooseconferenceprocaxhgs based
on collection development priorities is further
removed. If publishem were to offer journals at a
lower cost with the option to purchase conference
proceedings separately, it might be possible to
lower the price of thepumals.'
Publishers face a number of problems when
publishing conference proceeding^.^ The two
most serious problems are the difficulty of
getting out the publication rapidly and the small
market associated with narrow conference
themes. The often similar physical appearance
of a conferenceproceeding published in a journal to that of aconferenceproceeding published
as a monograph would indicate little difference
in time needed for printing the physical item.
Many of the papers in both publishing formsare
obviously taken directly from the desktopof the

scientist as camera-ready copy. It would seem
that the rigorous refereeing or peer review that
journals are known for would slow down the
publication process for conferenceproceedings
published in journals. This might be thedriving
force behind less rigorous reviewing of
conferencederived papers that appear in journals. If rapid publication is of extreme importance, conference proceedings might be better
published as monographs.
Publishing aconferenceproceeding as part of
a journal solves the publisher's problem of a
small market due to narrow subject scope. The
proceeding is sold automatically through the
journal subscription.This sale can be made at a
potentially much higher price per page in many
cases. A greater profit margin should be possible as there is no need to attempt to market
proceedingspublished asjournals. Even greater
profits are possible if the proceedings are sold
both as a book and as part of a journal.
There are numerous problems encountered
with conference proceedings in relation to bibliographic verification and retrieval. The difficulty patrons and library staff can have finding
conferenceproceedings is well doc~mented.'.~
These problems are further complicated when
proceedings are published as parts of journals.
Most libraries today have varying degrees of
access to indexing and abstracting sources that
cover the conference literature. If given complete bibliographic information from these
sources, librarians usually can quickly determine if a desired article from a conference
proceeding is available locally, whether it is in
a journal or book. The situation becomes somewhat gloomier when searching for apaper cited
in a primary publication as "presented at the
Conference on.. ."The paper can sometimesbe
found using the library catalog when the conference proceeding was published as a monograph, though a number of permutations of a
similar search strategy must be employed to
find the correct item. If the proceedings were
published as part of ajournal, but were not cited
as such,verificationand retrieval becomes more
difficult. In this case, secondary sources must
be checked to determine in which issue of a
specific journal that article appears. The truly
unfortunate part of this scenario occurs when a
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patron wants to read an entire conference proceeding that was published in a journal not
owned by a library. It is difficult to obtain an
entire issue or volume of a journal through
interlibrary loan. Sometimes it is possible to
purchase the entire conference proceeding by
going through the appropriate copyright clearance requirements. The patron is usually quite
frustrated by this situation, which could be
avoided by not publishing conference proceedings as issues of journals.
The author of a conference paper probably
benefits more from a conference proceeding
published as a journal issue, depending on his
or her views of prestige associated with journal versus monographic publication. Having a
paper published in a "refereed journal usually
offers more benefits in regards to promotion
and tenure for academic scientists. If the assumptionsthat less stringentreviewing is given
to conference papers published in journals and
that papers presented at conferences are often
published in more complete form at a later date
are correct, scientists can reap professional
benefits by having conference proceedings
published in journals. This allows the scientist
to include an extra "peer-reviewed" paper on
his or her vita.

Conclusion
The fact that over 30% of journal titles in
this study include conference proceedings
shows that this is not an isolated practice by a
few publishers. Many indicators today point
toward the future of libraries and information
services being less archival and more access
oriented.The choice of what to archive will be
more difficult for librarians as buying power
diminishes. If papers from conference proceedingsbecome less desirable with age more
rapidly than other papers, it would seem that
these would be less desirable to archive. As
serials budgets tighten in today's libraries, the
decision regarding which journals to purchase
with limited funding often comes down to
head to head comparison between similarcompeting journals. There are many factors which
are compared, and this obsolescence might
certain1y come into play.

If the number of subscribers to someof these
journals diminishes, it will probably be less
appealing for scientists to have their papers
published in thesejournals. This change might
bring about the demiseof somejournals. Rather
than have journals cease completely, publishers should consider not including conference
proceedings in their journals. This should
strengthen the market for their journals, make
them less expensive, and provide libraries
with more purchasing options.
Journal publication and subscription are
currently in a state of flux. As serials inflation
continues to outpace more static serials budgets, the choice of what to purchase for library collections becomes increasingly
difficult. The choice of what and how to
publish and market scientific literature will
become more difficult as electronic publication and access-on-demand literature provision becomes more commonplace.
Scientific conferences will continue to be
held and scientists will continue to be interested in obtaining copies of the papers presented there. Due to the need for rapid
disseminationof conference proceedings,these
papers should make excellent candidates for
electronicpublication. As the nature of scientific
journals changes with changes in technology and
market demands, the inclusion of conference
pmceabngs as parts of journals may be less
common. If access-on-demand, rather than archival maintenance of scientific literature, becomes more popular for libraries, librarians will
be concerned with providing patrons the cheapest access to desired items. Scientists as authors
will seek to offer their work to the body of
scientificknowledgewhilereceivingpfessional
rewards and recognition for this work. Publishers will continue to act as a conduit between
scientific authors and their audience.
The popularity of electronic preprints in the
physics community may well be sounding a
death knell for the mostprofit-hungrypublishers of physics literature. The authors of scientific papers do not generally profit financially
from publication in journals. Should electronic
publication offer the same rewards and recognition that publishing in traditional paperjournals offers, there should be no reason for

scientists to prefer the traditional journals.
This is especially true for conference proceedings due to the need for rapid publication. It seems logical that publishing
conference proceedings electronically and
making them available via the Internet will
become more and more popular in the future.
There may also be a trend for conference
organizers to prefer to have their conference

proceedings published electronically by
not-for-profit professional societies. These
societies rely heavily on the income generated from their publishing activities to support services that benefit scientists. This
choice might provide scientists with some
financial reward for their published articles
through lower membership fees and lower
conference registration fees, etc.

The author would like to acknowledge the staff of the Purdue University Physics Library, who
assisted in part of the data collection. The study presented here wasfunded by a research grant
provided by the Purdue University Library System.
-

-

x b e r t 5. Allen is ~srocbtProfessorof Library Science at Purdue University in West
Ldayette, IN. He is the Head of the Physics Library, Earth 8 Atmospheric Sciences Library, and
the Depository Map Collection. He was President of the SLA Indiana Chapter and is currently
Treasurer of the Physics, Astronomy 8 Mathematics Division and Editor of the SLA Geography 8
Map Division Bulletin.
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On the Scene

by Uaire Kelly
Chair, Montrial Host Committee

T

he second largest French speaking city in
the world after Paris, Montrbl is called the
"green city" because of its numerous parks and
large green spaces. The site of SLA's 1995
Annual Conference, Montreal's temperature
in June generally ranges from 65 degrees to 85
degrees F, 20 degrees to 28 degrees C. Bring
cool comfortable clothing for outdoors and
sweaters and jackets for air conditioned buildings and evenings. Rain showers are a possibility, so bring an umbfella.
All daytime SLA Annual Conference activities will take placeat thepalaisdes Congres
(convention center);evening activitieswill be
held at a select number of conference hotelsThe Queen Elisabeth, the Sheraton, and/or the
Meridien (exact locations for all events will be
listed in the Final Conference Program). If
you are staying at one of the conference hotels,
you will have the option of walking or taking
the Metro (subway) to the convention center.
The Montrtkl metro's sleek, rubber-wheeled
trains whisk passengers along on more than 30
miles of concrete tracks to 65 stations. The
system is fast, clean, quiet, and safe. Tickets
and transfers are valid on both means of trans-

Distance (km/rni)
Length of trip (minutes)
Taxi
Autobus AeroPlus Mirabel to downtown
or b/w airports Autocor Connaisseur
(bus)
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portation. Exact change is required on the bus.
Adult admission is $1.75 (Canadian); strips of
six tickets are available for $7.00 (Canadian).
Tourist Cards are also available for 3-day
($12.00 - Canadian) or one-day ($5.00 - Canadian) unlimited travel on bus and Metro. Please
note that these passes cannot be purchased at
the Metro Stations, only at the Infotouriste
Centres (1001 Square-Dorchesteror 174Notre
Dame E.), and some hotels. For route and
schedule information, call 288-6287 in
Monrdal. For Tourist information for Montrhl
and the rest of Quebec, call 1-800-363-7777
(toll-free from anywhere in North America).

Getting From the
Airport to Downtown Hotels
Air
MontrCal has two international airports,
Dorval and Mirabel. You will most likely
arrive at Montreal International Airport
(Dorval) which servicesflights from theunited
States and Canada. All flightsother than North
American flights will arrive at Montrkal International Airport (Mirabel). Be sure to check

DORVAL
22/13
20-30
$25
$9 one way
$1 6.50 round trip
Co~ighto 1995 SwaI tibmiis Asrotmtiin

MIRABEL
55/33
45
$58
$1 4 one way
$20.50 round trip
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the Preliminary Conference Program for information on special air rates on Air Canada
and Delta Air Lines.
A free shuttle bus is available to pick you up
at Dorval m r t and take you to the Via Rail
Dorval Station.The commuter train takes about
10 minutes and arrives at Winsor Station, next
to Central Station. The cost is $1.75 one-way
(Canadian).

for the Tax Refund for Visitors booklet at any
Canadian port of entry.
Montreal is the crossroads for French and
English culture. The lifestyle is North American but its accent is French. We welcome you
to enjoy our varied landscape, our rich heritage, and legendary hospitality.

Train
Via Rail and Amtrak link the Province of
Quebec with other Canadian provinces and the
United States and trains arrive at Central Station. Via Rail featuresacanrailpass card which
provides unlimited trips throughout the province within a given period at atuactive rates.
For U.S. attendees, check with your travel
agent for rail service to Canada, as AMTRAK
is currently cutting services on the East Coast
and plans call for eliminating the train to
Montrkal.

Preliminary Planning Information

Bus
Visitors can travel to Montrhl by bus from
otherCanadian provinces and theunited States.
The Voyageur Terminal is located centrally
and is the agent for Voyageur-Greyhound.
Rental Car
Major car rental firms such as Avis, Budget,
Hertz,Thrifty, and Tilden have branches at the
international airports (Dorval and Mirabel),
Central Station, and in the major hotels. Quebec is metric so you will notice the road signs
are all in kilometers-just multiply by 0.6 to
get the approximate equivalent in miles. Gas is
sold by the liter. There are 4.5 liters in one
Canadian gallon and 3.8 liters in one American gallon. Speed limits are in kilometers per
hour. 50km/h equals approximately 30 mph,
80km/h equals approximately 50 mph.

Sales Tax
In Quebec there is a federal tax on most
goods and services (S.S.T. or T.P.S.) and a
provincial sales tax (Q.S.T. or T.V.Q.). However, foreign visitors may benefit from the tax
refunds for certain purchases in Canada. Ask

Bienvenue B Montrhl!

Registration Rates*:
Member "Early Bird" (May 1)
Member Full
Member One Day

$150.00
$190.00
$110.00

Retired and Student

$85.00

Nonmember "Early Bird" (May 1) $245.00
Nonmember Full
$290.00
Nonmember One Day
$140.00
*The above rates are quoted in U.S. dollars.
Special Note: Member rates apply to members of the associations listed below:
American Association of Law Libraries
WALL)
American Society for Information Science
(ASIS)
Art Libraries Society of North America
(ARLIS/NA)
Canadian Library Association (CLA)
Medical Library Association (MLA)
Hotel Accommodations*:
Co-headquarters Hotels

single double

Le Meridien
Queen Elizabeth
Centre Sheraton

$128
$129
$123

$150
$149
$138

$70
$110
$96

$75
$110
$96

Additional Properties*:
Hotel Arcade
Chateau Champlain
Hotel La Citadel1

special libraries

Days Inn
Hotel Furama
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
Holiday Inn Centre-ville
Howard Johnson

single
$83
$65
$115
$125
$95

double
$93
$70
$115
$125
$95

* Please note: The above hotel prices are
quoted in Canadian dollars.
Transportation Discounts:
SLA and WorldTravel Partners are pleased
to provide specially negotiated fares on Air
Canada and Delta Air Lines to Montrhl. Discounts of 5% off the lowest fares or 10% off
the unrestricted fares will be offered to all SLA
meeting attendees. Discounts for travel will be
available on Continental Airlines when flown
in conjunction with Air Canada. Remember:
The earlier you make your reservations, the
greater your potential savings.

Plan a Side Trip to Quebec City!
In December 1985, UNESCO declared the
Old Town of Quebec City (Vieux Quebec) to be
a World Heritage Treasury. Indeed it is a treasury for those who want to experience real
contact with the people from Quebec and its
cultural life.
And since Quebec City is only two and a half
hours by car or bus hM o n M , we hope that
many of our SLAguests will take this opportunity!
Among its many attractions, Quebec City
offers impressive early French-Canadianarchitecture, outdoor cafes, house-drawn carriages
(caleches), artists and street performers - not to
mention the elegant Chateau Frontenac, which
was host to Prime Minister M. King, President
F.D. RooseveltandPrimeMinister W. Churchill
at the historical 1944 Quebec Conference.
For those who love to shop, Quebec City is
home to Canada's second largest commercial
shopping centre, Place Laurier, which offers a
wide range of stores and boutiques, selling everything from designer clothes and shoes to fine
home accessories.
And just in time for SLA 1995 big-screen
theatre buffs, QUEBEC City will be opening the
world's largest IMAX theatre, located in an-
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For more information and reservations,call:
WorldTravel Partners: (800)336-0227.
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Air Canada: (800)361-7585,
File No.: CV957006
Delta Airlines: (800)24 1-6760,
File No.: 1072
Plan Now!
Your participation at SLA's 1995 Annual
Conference is beneficial to you, your profession, and your organization.Look for the Preliminary conference Program in March.
Nonmembers interested in SLA's Annual
Conference should write to Special Libraries
Association, Annual Conference, 1700 18th
St., NW, Washington, DC 20009-2508 and
request a copy of the program.
other shopping centre, which operates a yearlong indoor amusement park and skating rink.
QUEBEC City is also ideally located for
taking half and full-day side trips. You can visit
the beautiful agricultural community on New
Orleans Island in only two and a half hours.
leaving time free to tour Canada's "Quarantine
Island," Grosse Ile, which has recently been
declared a National Historical Site. For whalewatching enthusiasts, a day-trip to Tadoussac
can be easily arranged.
As your SLA Hospitality Committee contact
person, I would be happy to help you plan your
visit. To get started, you may contact theQuebec
Tourism Ministry for brochures and price estimates at: 1-800-363-7777.
For more specific questions, please feel free
to contact me by phone (418/843-6171). e-mail
(deirdre-moore@ infopug.uquebec.ca), or regular post.
A Bientot!
Deirdre Moore
Library Consulting Service
1367 De La Marjolaine
Saint-Emile, PQ
Canada 63R 1E2

Call for 1996 Conference Papers
lnformation Revolution:
Pathway to the
21 st Century

R h qk lltat Cmq

T

he theme for SLA's 87th Annual Conference focuses on the city of Boston's
long relationshipwith information.From early
broadsides, town criers, and Paul Revere to its
vast academic collections, the high-tech comdor along Route 128,and the current academic
and corporate involvement with information,
Boston remains a leader.
Conference attendees will revel in the history and explore the rapidly changing information profession as they forge a pathway to
the 21st century. The theme embodies the
following key concepts:
Virtual libraries;
Electronic publishing, intellectual
property, and copyright;
Disaster planning;
Effective end-user partnering; and
Exploitation of imaging and modeling.
You are invited to submit papers addressing
the theme, Information Revolution: Pathway
to the 21st Century, for the 1996 Annual Conference in Boston, MA. Multimedia presentations and poster sessions related to the
conference theme will be considered. Papers
accepted will be presented at the contributed
papers sessions. Very specific presentations
will be referred to the appropriate divisions.

SpddUlaiu~ W I I

Guidelines
Abstract-A 250-50 word summary,
accurately conveying the subject of the
paper, its scope, conclusions, and relevance to the conference theme, must be
submitted by September 25, 1995. The
text should be transmitted by e-mail to
sgclifford@ccgate.hac.com. If this is not
possible, print copy of ASCII file on 5.25
or 3.25 inch disk should be sent to Susan
Clifford, Hughes Aircraft Co., El Segundo
Library, S24 D538, P.O. Box 92919, Los
Angeles, CA 90009. Abstracts may also
be faxed to Clifford at (310)334-1101.
Text-The complete text of the paper is
due at the Association office by April 1,
19%.
Length-Paper presentation should take
no longer than 20 minutes.
Acceptance-Papers will be accepted
only if the abstract has been submitted
and evaluated, the author is a member of
SLA,and the author intends to present the
paper at the Annual Conference.
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Book Reviews

Davis, Trisha and James Huesmann. Serials
Control 5 stems for libraries. Westport,
CT: Meck rmedia, 1994. 175p. ISBN 088736-033-5. Also published as: Essentirrl
Guide to the library IBM PC Volume 12.

I

Serials managementis a complicatedarea of
library specialization that has benefited from
the computerized technological advances made
since the mid-1980s. Many of today's serial
professionals assist library administrators in
selecting from a wide choice of outstanding
computerized systems. In this complicated
world of integrated automated control systems, Serials Control Systems for Librarians
is a useful tool for the selection and understanding of a microcomputer-based serials
control system.
The intent of this work is twofold. First, it
provides a vision of what a microcomputerbased serial system can, and should be able to
accomplish. Second, it furnishes examples of
functionsand featurescurrentlyavailable. The
content, focusingon these twoobjectives,easily achieves these broad goals. The information provided is clearly written and presented
in a logical sequence. The book includes a
helpful glossary and an extensive index.
The first five chapters concentrate on providing background information about basic
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serial management functions like material ordering, check-in, claiming, and routing. The
authors then connected these functions with a
simplified explanation of the basic microcomputer functions necessary to execute these
tasks properly. The authors further explain the
relationship among the various computerized
control files of bibliographic records, library
locations,vendoraddresses,and fund accounts.
Chapter 5 acts as an interface between the
first part of the book, which explains the various functions of a microcomputer serial control system, and the five concluding system
examples. The rapidly changing technology
requirements for system installations force a
cursory usage of system installation, testing,
and Local Area Network considerationsin this
chapter.
The last five chapters provide a detailed
examination of five currently available serial
microcomputer based control systems. These
systems are Ameritech's SC350, Faxon's
MicroLinx, SMS Canada's DavexPC,
Dawson's PC MAX, and Readmore's REMO.
Each chapter includes an overview and a brief
explanation of the system and how it executes
ordering, check-in, routing, claims, and binding functions. The chapters also include information about how each system handles
bibliographic control records and fiscal management reports.

Copyright O 1995 Spetml Libraries Arwhfmn

The authors give practical advice throughout the text, explaining everything from why
most control systems limit a list of 10 to 20
items in the check-in display, to the irnportance of local note fields in the bibliographic
record being plentiful and allowing for nontraditional local applications.
Serials Control System for Libraries provides professionals contemplating the selection, or review, of a microcomputer-based
serials control system with a fundamental
understanding of what a system should be able
to support. The sole problem of this book
involves the time sensitivity of the constantly

changing technology and specific system information provided. However, the authors acknowledge this problem and compensate by
writing a book filled with valuable insight for
the library science student, or library professional with limited serials understanding, by
providing a basic background about the complexity of serials management. The logical
systems operation approach of this text transforms it into an excellent primer for serials
librarianship. As an experienced serials librarian, this book is a welcome addition to my
professional library.

Linda Marie Golian, Serials Department Head and Assistant University Librarian, Florida
Atlantic University, Wimberly Library, Boca Raton, FL.
Kinder, R. fj6mrhns on the Internet: Impact
on Reference Servtes. Binghamton, New
York Haworth Press. 1994.41 0p. ISBN: 1-

56024-672-3.
Librarianson thelnternet isagroundbreaking
book with contributions from practicing librarians. The editor is a reference librarian at
the William Allan Neilson Library at Smith
College in Northhampton, MA. An Internet
project from the start, authors were recruited
from a call for papers posted on several libraryoriented listserv discussion lists. The results are
compiled in Librarians on the Internet.
The papers are presented in five areas: 1)
Introducing Internet Services; 2) Selected
Sources on the Internet; 3) Internet's Impact on
Reference Services; 4) Evaluating Internet
Sources; and 5) Progress with the Internet.
There are four papers in the fmt section. The
fmt is an introductoryessay,"Getting Startedon
the Net-" The other three explore the use of
Gopher (a menu-driven interface to the Internet)
and Veronica (a search tool designed to search
Gopher menus). Six papers in the "Selected
Sources on the Internet" section cover geoscience, economic and statistical data, science,
and the Bulletin Board for Libraries (BUBL).
The paper on using the Internet for access to
current political and campaign coverage shows
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how the Internet can be used effectively to cover
current events in a timely manner.
"Internet's Impact on Reference Services" is
the most diverse and interesting part of the
book. The first paper looks at the impact of the
Internet on communicationbetween reference
librarians, and the second explores the concept
of the virtual library based on an interactive
program called LambdaMOO. Originally designed for interactive games, MOOSare being
used to develop virtual libraries. The remaining articles discuss key issues such as the
electronic reference transaction, in-service
training issues for library staff, and a new
training partnership involving librarians and
computing services.
"Evaluating Internet Sources" addresses the
important issue of quality. The OCLC Internet
Resources project is discussed, and criteria for
printed sources are applied to Internet sources.
An article that interviews five leading Washington NREN (National Education and Research Network) leaders seems misplaced in
this section but makes interesting background
information on the NREN. The interviewem
voice opinions on such issues as financing,
privatization, and the role of libraries. The final
section, "Progress with the Internet," covers a
variety of projects. Some of the highlights are:
developinga CWIS (CampusWide Information
Service),a librarian's workbench using X-Win-
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dows, fulltext projects, MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions), and OCLC's Internet
ventures including fulltext journals.
Several themes emerge from the collection of
papers. Toquote the editor,"Librariansignoring
the Internet are at a distinct disadvantage in the
world of information." Librarians and the
Internet conveys the need for proactive leadership from librarians in using, teaching. organizing,andevaluatingIntmetreso~~~es.
Librarians
and library services are uniquely positioned to
evolve with the emerging technology and can

serveas a linkbetweenthe user and theinformation, regardless of format.
This publication, which includes a detailed
index, represents an accurate view of the impact
of the Internet on reference services. Also published as The Reference Librarian, vol. 19, no.
41/42 in 1994, it will rapidly become dated.
However, it pulls togethera variety of articleson
a timely topic. Any librarian with an interest in
the Internet will find this thought-provoking. It
is recommended for library and information
science libraries.

Kellie N. Kaneshiro, Acting Head of Reference, Ruth Lilly Medical Library, Indiana
University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN.

John, Nancy R. and Edward J. Valauskas.
The lntemet Troubleshooter. Chicago, II:
American LibraryAssociation, 1994. ISBN: &

8389-0633-8.
The subtitle of this work is Help for the
logged-on and lost, a phrase which aptly describes its intent. This easy-to-use guide is for
those who have begun to explore the Internet
but, as the authors' note, have discovered that
"trouble lurks at every turn." Set up in aquestion
and answer format, the book seeks to solve
problems encountered as users begin their exploration of the information highway.
The authors assumegeneral knowledge of the
Internet and its tools (Telnet, FTP, Gopher,
etc.). This is not a basic instructional manual.
Instead, it seeks to answer the questions that all
users of the Internet encounter sooner or later.
The 13 chapters follow a typical user learning
curve-first, basic information on Internet in
general, then e-mail, followed by listsen and
ending with World Wide Web and Mosaic. The
book's final chapter is a comprehensive bibliography of guides, dictionaries, directories,
magazines, electronic resources, and commercial online services. Also included are a very
helpful glossary of Internet and related terms
and an index.

Wendy Clark, Archivist, Library of Virginia.
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Because the Internet is not "user-friendly,"
an ever-increasing supply of guides have been
published. This guide fills a void for the intermediate user who encounters problems and
potholes along the way. Designed to lay flat,
the book can be placed alongsidethe computer
terminal for ready access when troubles arise.
Dealing with typical troubles such as too
much mail, bounced mail, and unsubscribing
from listservs are covered as well as more complex problems such as commands used in WAIS
and starting a World Wide Web search. 'Ihe
authors' expertise in aaining is evident in their
clear,easy-tufollowinstructions. Theirresponse
to the question, ". . .can I FTP with WWW?" is
a springboard for providing a simple explanation of file transfer problems due to variances in
file types. They explain that files can be
postscripted, compressed, or binary and then
refer the reader to other sections in the guide that
explain how to deal with the different file types.
Examples of printouts from various software
providers give readers a good idea of what to
expect when trying the instructions.
ilk guide is extremely useful f a all intermediate usersof the Internet It will answer those "I've
always wondered why" questions and help the
reader get unstuck when in the middle of a search.
It is highly recommended for all Internet u r n .
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We Think Of EdgafllusAs A Complete EDGAR Makeover.
You Might Think It's Nothing Short Of A Miracle.
Now you can enjoy the speed of EDGAR filings,
without any of EDGAR'Sshortcomings. EDGAR's
stripped down filings needed dressing up, so we
added formatting for easier reading, and tagging
for faster searching. But Disclosure's EdgarPlus is
tailored to be much more than just EDGAR. You'll
receive what no one else can provide: both realtime and historical electronic filings dating back
to I987 ... plus seamless links to Disclosure's
collection of non-EDGAR data and documents for
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both US, and international companies via Access
Disclosure, our exclusive company filings index.
And, the improvementsaren't just skin deep.
With sophisticated quality control procedures,
you'll receive accurate filings time after time. So,
when you need SEC
filings, don't settle for
the bare minimum
€dgar~/us&
when EdgarPlusis so
much more.
Call 800-754-9690
"""nt'!""'""

"0"""'"

Ext. 570
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Virtual.

N e t w o r k i n g your CDs can be a daunting challenge. As a leading provider of networked CD servers
and recorders, Virtual removes much of the difficulty

by offering a total solution to your
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Relationships Virtual works closely with leading
CD publishers like EBSCO Publishing and

provides direct MacintoshTMaccess, plus Virtual's

SilverPlatter Information, Inc., and library vendors

CDaccessTMsystem provides access to DOS CDs

such as Data Research Associates to ensure even
greater customer satisfaction.

over LANs and WANs from Macs, and Unix or
VAX workstations and terminals.

Call us now, no matter what your CD networking needs.
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disk CBD service to search the Commerce Business
Daily, consider these cost effective time saving ideas.
For 9 vears, CBD SEARCH Services, Inc. has provided custom CBD
services to demandina Subscribers like vou. Our expert Search Analysts set up, maintain and document your search profiles on our advanced full text CBD retrieval system including unlimited changes.
You no longer need to assign and train a CBD "back-up" for vacations, illness, reassignments, etc ...
If you have email or Internet access, we can email search results
directly to your users. (We also offer dial-in download facilities as
well as other delivery options.) We can also specially format andlor
field your CBD notices for Lotus Notes@or most database or word
processing software.
You no longer have to handle daily routine CBD chores, freeing your
valuable time and skills for more productive research tasks!
LC

"

69%%

\

If you don't have time to do historical CBD searches1
reports, just call us and we'll do the work for you! We
specialize in sophisticated sorting, formatting and packaging of such historical CBD data including statistical
breakdowns. We have full text CBD data on-line back
to October, 1986!

Hear what CBD SEARCH Subscribers say
about our services:
"...have resulted in: improvement of output
quality, a daily time savings for the Library, and the
the Library's increased efficiency in e-mailing the results to Marketing. Our key word lists and subsequent changes have been handled very professionally." - Sheila Anderson, Librarian

Raytheon Electronic Sys. Div.
"Our custom profiles are easy to create and
to revise. The email delivery to employees the night
before publication gives us maximum time to respond." - Suzi Hayes, Manager

Corp. Information Resource Center
Encore Computer Corp.

CBD SEARCH Services, Inc.
21525 Ridgetop Circle
Suite 200
Sterling, VA 20166
(703) 450-1882
(800) 223-4551
(703) 450-1961 FAX
Internet: cbd-info8cbd.com
Dialog IS a registered servlce mark of Knight-Ridder
Information. Inc. Lotus Notes is a registered service
mark of Lotus Development Corporation.

Full-text searchable, Windows-based

All illustrations, tables and charts included p
Cumulative disks that save space
Available for one or
all 22 Journals

ASCE JOURNALS ON CD ROM
A TIMELY, HIGH-QUALITY RESOURCE
This high-quality electronic product allows users to rapidly and accurately
search iournal papers, discussions, and technical notes. Full-text searchable
with all graphics included, cumulative CD ROM disks will be issued
quarterly for all 22 journals of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

ASCE Journals on CD ROM
For More Information, Prices or a Demo Disk, Contact:
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, MARKETING DEPT.
A441, 345 East 47th Street New York, NY 10017-2398
Phone: 1 -800-548-2723 (ASCE) Fax: 1 -2 12-705-7300
e-mail: marketing@ny.asce.org

"Competitive Intelligence is as important
to our business as marketing, sales,
manufacturing and technology."
Robert E. Flynn, Chairman and CEO
The NutraSweet Company
Keynote Speaker
7994 SCIP International Conference

"What we need to know about
competitors is ultimately more important ...
than the methods of gathering."
Michael Porter, Professor,
Hatvard Business School
Keynote Speaker
1994 SCIP lnternationol Conference

THE LARGEST GATHERING OF
C I PROFESSIONALS OCCURS ONLY ONCE A YEAR.
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT?
SCIP's 10th Annual International Conference and Exhibit, May 3-6, 1995, in Phoenix, Arizona
will be a landmark event in the history of competitive intelligence (Cl). Over 70 o f industry's best
speakers will address the hottest topics in marketing intelligence, planning, REtD intelligence,
and CI.
In-depth, half-day workshops will teach valuable tools and techniques --at both the basic
and advanced levels, Conference presentations will discuss challenging topics that appeal both
to individuals new to the profession as well as to experienced CI professionals. And the opportunities
for networking with industry peers are invaluable.
The conference theme addresses CI from 3 perspectives: Competitive Sight -- defining
needs, locating sources, and providing data; Competitive Insight -- analyzing data and making
recommendations to decision makers; and Competitive Advantage -- taking action to ensure the
company's readiness for new competitive challenges.
Special emphasis has been given to understanding tools and techniques for researching
the competitive environment and assessing the capability and intentions of competitors, suppliers,
buyers, potential new entrants, and/or government regulators. For example, a number o f speaker:
will be addressing techniques fo using the Internet as a competitive research tool. Look for these
and other workshops and conference sessions that explicitly focus on the role o f researchers
supporting CI within corporations.
For a brochure describing the conference
offerings in detail, contact the SCIP office:
Tel: (703) 739-0696
Fax: (703) 739-2524
1700 Diagonal Rd., Suite 520
Alexandria, VA 2231 4
Keeping You in Touch with Other C1 Professional:

No one pumps up your psychological
search capabilitv like PwcINFO!

P

sycINFO's computerized
databases and ~ r i n t e d
indexes are trusted
psychological reference tools
backed by 70 years of experience.
Unrivaled in their depth of
psychological coverage, they are
enriched with literature from an
array of related disciplines such
as education, medicine, nursing, law, management, and
social work. These dynamic
resources are continually updated to keep pace with the
growth of psychology and the
social sciences.
PsycINFO offers a family
of products, each tailored to
specific research purposes and
budgets:

The P s y c I N F O m O n l i n e
Database contains journal references from 46 countries in

over 30 languages and dissertations from U.S. literature, all
from 1967-present. It's accessible through commercial online
services or direct tape leasing
from APA.
PsycLIT@containsreferences
from 1974-present, including
journals, book chapters, and
book records. It offers userfriendly interface, unlimited
searches, and is distributed
through CD-PLUS, EBSCO,
and SilverPlatter for a fixed
annual subscription cost. Be
sure to ask about our new,
special rates for psychology
departments.. .and our free,
30-day trial!
Psychological Abstractsm,
the time-honored printed
index to psychological and
behavioral literature, provides
summaries of international

English-language journal
articles, book chapters, and
books. Available by annual
subscription.
ClinPSYCTM
is a specialized
CD-ROM database for clinical
psychology and behavioral
medicine covering 1980present. It is distributed by
CD-PLUS and SilverPlatter
and is available by annual
subscription. Try our 30-day
free trial!
For more information on
the PsycINFO family of products, call 1-800-374-2722.
PsycINFO
American Psychological Association
750 First ~ t r i e t NE
,
Wash., DC 20002-4242
(202) 336-5650
Fax (202) 336-5633
t;yEac,A,
T D D : (202) 336-61 23
Internet: psycinfo@apa.org

A ~ ~ A T C O N

PsycINFO - the most comprehensive and authoritative publisher
of bibliographic reference sources in psychology
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T I M ET O
CONSIDER OUTSIDE
MANAGEMENTEDUCATIONAND
TRAINING: Understanding Eastern
European Perspectives

T H EOCLC
TECHPRO SERVICE
When you need help with a backlog or
ongoing support, 0U.C TECHPRO staff
can make fast work of your
uncataloged materials.
Technical reports. Difficult formats.
Foreign language items. Special
collections. Or everyday material.
Ohio-based TECHPRO staff will meet
pour cataloging specifications and your
quality demands.

And at a reasonable price. In fact,
many libraries discover that TECHPRO
lowers their cataloging costs and frees
up time for other projects. As your
library strives to become more efficient
while maintaining your high level of
service, shouldn't you explore the
0CI.C TECHPRO Service?
OCLC
1-800-848-5878 ea-t.4386
6565 Fruntz Road,
Dublin, Ohzo 4301 7--3-395

F V R T H E R I NAGC C E S ST

O
T H E W O R L D ' S I N F O R M A T I O K

edited by George Gsar
Orig. Ed. 1994
182 pp.
Paper
$16.50
ISBN 0-89464-741-5
Future managers and practicing managers
need to understand how their eastern
European counterparts view the world of
international manaaement from their own
perspective of rapi2ly changing economic
environment. This book examines three important issues at the center of the recent economic changes: (1) management education,
(2) concept of international competition, and
(3) consumer behavior as perceived by the
eastern European managers. The contributions to this book were prepared by individuals directly associated with the issues
discussed, in their own countries and in their
own working environments.

MANAGING BY NEGOTIATIONS
by Earl Brooks & George S. Odiorne
Orig. Ed. 1984. Reprint 1992 wlupdates
ISBN 0-89464-774-1
236 pp. $29.50
ETHICS IN THE BUSINESS WORLD
by Paul F: Hodapp

Orig. Ed. 1994
ISBN 0-89464-694-X

174 pp. $19.95

BUILDING THE STRATEGIC PLAN: Find,
Analyze, and Present the Rlght Information
by Stephanie K. Marrus
Orig. Ed. 1984, Reprint 1994
ISBN 0-89464-835-7
358 pp. $48.50
PERSONNELAND HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
by Andrew F: Sikula & John F1 McKenna
Orig. Ed. 1984, Reprint 1990
ISBN 0-89464-414-9
480 pp. $49:50

knurtlc order8 add 55.M) tor fin! book. S1.50 uah
lddrtlonal (Papor add $3.00 for %a,
$1.00 wch addb
brul)for shlpping. Fordgn shipping
mlhbk

@

KRIEGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

P.O. Box 9542 Melbourne, FL 32902-9542
1407)
~, 724-9542 FAX (407) 951-3671
Direct Order Line (407) 727-7270

special libraries

It's just a matter of time
For almost half a century, we've been using the latest technology
t o m m your serials processing nwds. When you needed a fast,
easy system for day-today scniats functions, we developed REMO,
the first PGbesed serials control system. Then we networked
REMO, another industry first.
To help you save time and money i n your ordon'ng and claiming,
we buik the online ROSS system. Then we developed ektronic
order forms and invoices as welt as X12 intwfwm for all major
library systems. And now, w e b bringing you BarPro, the bar eode
technology that will redefine serials control.
If you're looking for some innovative answers t o your serials
processing nwds, call us today at 1 800-221-3306.

READMORE AUTOMATION
Meeting every need
22 Cortlandt Street

New York, NY 10007-3194

1 800-221-3308

Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS

IV~KET

LEADERS

umx FOR THE I M P A r n ,
(0-201-6096!%7)

hlxhams, P.

ue q!Jq

Lptzko, W. 4 DAYS WITH DR. DEMING, ('95) (0-201433663)

Viterbi, A. CDMA: PRINCIPLES OF SPREAD SPJKTRUM, ('95)
(0-201433744)

rn

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving Special Libraries for 31 Years

Post Office Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Internet: RESEARCHBKS@DELPHI.COM, (800) 445-7359
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ATTENTION JOB SEEKERS!
SLA offers career and employment services
to meet your empo
lyment needs.
SpecbUne

"

5LA.s telephone jobline provides
you with a listing of current
employmentopportunities.
Call (202)234-3632to listen
to the biweekly recorded messages.

Comprehensivebusinesseditionoffersuniqueresource
tool for Pacific Rim libraries. Easy to use format
provides rapid access to over 850,000 business listings
in eight major Asian trade centers. The ORIENT
BUSINESSEXPRESSCD-ROMdirectoryrepresents
current listings in Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea,
Bangkok, Singapore, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and
Manila. The 1995edition includes over 100,000 FAX
numbers and trade information on each country.
Enhance your reference section with this electronic
business yellow page directory compiled from 25
business and trade directories.

AIM
Use the Advanced Information
Management's Resume Evaluation Service
and receive tips to &ate a winning resume.

To order please call 1-800-355-4337. The ORIENT
BUSINESS EXPRESS CD-ROM is available for
$295.00 plus $19.95 for shipping and handling. For
orders outside the U.S. please fax 1-808-591-2900.

O R I E N T

B U S I N E S S

b h more about SM's cntmi ond empbyment wicq
conhrct tk PmfeSsamlDevebpmentDepcrlmentat

(202)234-4700, art. 649.

E X P R E S S

"This.. .series remains the most important general historical source.. . II
-

Choice

Includes key information on:
opulation - Labor - Agriculture - Industry - Education and more.
Order all three volumes and save nearly $200!
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Special Librarianship as a Career:
An SLA Information Kit

II

Here is a Kit packed with information on special librarianship. Look for articles on:
preparation for a career as a special librarian
careers in special libraries today
future activities of a special librarian
This 100 page Kit also includes an extensive bibliography of career planning books and
videotapes; job hotlines; career placement services; and information on SLA's Career
and Employment Services! Call SLA today for your copy at (202)234-4700, ext 643.

ISBN 0-87111-440.2
$20, SLA members $15

Please add 5% of the subtotal plus $5 for shipping and handing. For orders ouside the U S . ,
Canada, Mexico, or Central America, add 5% of the subtotal plus $10.

1 Disaster Prevention and Response
1for Special Libraries:

Kahn, a preservation consultant, provides a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts look a t disaster
prevention and response for special libraries.
Why should we have a plan?
How do I start to write a disaster response plan?
What can I do to prevent disasters concerning my computers and software?
How do I deal with both paper and non-paper formats?
Also included are a planning checklist, basic supplies list, and a selected bibliography.
Whether you work in a one-person library or a largely staffed information resource center,
you should have a copy of Disaster Prevention and Responsefor Special U b r h s .

To order call (202)234-4700
ext. 643.
Please add 5% of the subtotal plus $5for shipping and handling. For orders outside the
US..Canada Mexico. or Central America, add 5%of the subtotal plus $10.
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ERL.

Bchnology
that enables
our network
to grow in any
environment.'9

SilverPlatter's ERL (Electronic Reference
Library) Technology enables you to collect,
organize and distribute electronic information
through a Worldwide Electronic Library. ERL
includes full support for user account management, system security enforcement, and usage
statistics reporting.
Without compromise, netmorked users
can access exactly the information they need,
no matter where the user, or the information
is located with the retrieval interface of
choice. Complete, seamless access to your
entire electronic database collection is availa b l e f o r D O S , Windows'" Macintosh: o r
U N W interfaces, with the look and feel of a
familiar local search environment.
-

As new databases and search technologies emerge, ERL keeps pace. SilverPlatter's
Data exchange Protocol ( D m ) allows for the
creation of third-party products and services.
The result is even more information, and potentially unlimited ways to search it. The constantlygowing array of ERL-compliant databases now
includes over 200 CD-ROM titles, many of
which are available for loading onto a hard disk,
or through Internet Subscriptions.
ERL allows you to effectively respond to
users' needs today, and the changing information landscape of tomorrow.
For complete information about ERL,
and about becoming an ERL site, please call
1-800-343-0064.

EXPLORING THE WHOLE
NEW WORLD OF ONLINE
Hot Topics Include:
The New Online Services: the MicrosoR Network,
Interchange, eWorld, MCI Net ...
Internet ' 9 k P u t t i n g the Hype to Work
CD-ROM and Multimedia-The State of the Art
Teaching the Internet
Custom Interfaces for Online and the Internet
Bold New Methods for Online Pricing
CD-Recordable-Do-It-Yourself CD-ROMs
Enterprise-wide Online
Copyright and Legal Issues

A packed Exhibit Hall
F're-conference Seminars
Networking with colleagues

Don't miss this industry event of the year, where online and CD-ROM
companies roll out new products.

Mark Your Calendar
Odober 30,31& November
The Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, IL

Call toll-he for a prograr

800/248-8466
or

203/761-1466
Qnline Inc.
462 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897-2126

